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Spiritual Healing
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For further particular» tee p. 286.
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Trance Address, ‘The Unpardonable Sin.’
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MARYLEBONE SPIRITUALIST ASSOCIATION,
CAVENDISH ROOMS, 51, MORTIMER STREET, W.
(Close to Regent Circus.)

SUNDAY EVENING NEXT, at Seven o’clock,
MR.

The Queen-Mother ha« been graciously pleased to aeeept from
the author a copy of hit recently-published book, * Man's Sur.
vival After Death.' This work has been written, to quota
from the introductory note, ‘ for those who are asking for
something more definite as to the life beyond, than that which
has been presented in much of the teaching of the past,
*
and
its acceptance at the present hour is worthy of note.
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WRIGHT,

ADDRESS
..............................
‘ Why We are Spiritualists.
June 26th, Mrs. Place-Veary. Clairvoyance.
Doors open at 6.30. Inquirers cordially invited.

ANNUAL CAMP MEETING OF ALL LONDON SOCIETIES
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HIGH BEECH, EPPING

FOREST.

Reception by Officers at 12 noon near the King’s Oak, High Beech.

Open-air Demonstration at 3 and 5.30, at Riggs
*

Retreat.

It is particularly desirous that all Spiritualists should make an effort
to Imj present and lot it lie a record as to numliers and co-operation.
Tea will lie provided nt Riggs’ Retreat nt 4.30 ; tickets, adults 9d.,
children 6d.
Frequent trains from Liverpool Street (G.E.R.) to Chingford or
Loughton Stations. A numl>er of brakes and other vehicles are avail
able nt Iki. each person.
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ST. EDMUNDS PRIVATE HOTEL, HUNSTANTON, NORFOLK.
Two Minutes from Sea.
Excellent Cuisine.
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Proprietress, MRS. STANLEY WATTS.
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London, N.W.
Central for all Parts.
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For lull tariff apply to MRS. STANLEY WATTS.

* Dorderland,’ a Psychical Review, Edited by
J.) W.T. Stead. Vols. 1. and I I. complete, fully illustrated. Vol.
I. bound in half-leather, library binding. Vol. II. in original cloth. In
fine dean condition ; voryaoaroe ; 18s. the two vols, post free.—‘Light*
Office, 110, Mnrlin’s-lnno, W.C.
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REV. CHARLES L. TWEEDALE, F.R.A.S.&c.
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of

Westox, Otlet).

With an Introduction by the Rev. Arthur Chambert.

Cloth, 277 pagres.

Price, 6 4 nett, post free.
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A Rare Opportunity.

A Set of ‘The Spiritual Magazine,’
(1860 to 1872 inclusive).

13 Volumes, well-bound in library binding, half-leather.
These volumes contain many articles by the leaders in the
movement, including:—
John Ashburner. M D., Alderman T. P. Barkas, E. L. Blanchard.
Captain Richard F. Burton, William Carpenter, Robert Chambers,
LL.I)., Benjamin Coleman, Robert Collyer, M.D., Robert Cooper,
Newton Crosland. Mrs. De Morgan, Dr. Jacob Dixon, General Drayson.
If. A., Viscount Adare. Judge Edmonds, The Earl of Du maven. Daniel
Dunglas Home, Samuel Carter Hall. Emma Hardinge, W illiain and
Mary Howitt, Gerald Massey, A. E. Newton, Hon. Robert Dale Owen,
Baron Reichenbach, J. Lockhart Robertson. Epes Sargent. Thomas
Shorter, Professor Cromwell F. Varley. C. Staniland Wake, Alfred
Russel Wallace. Win. White, Win. Wilkinson, J. J. Garth Wilkinson,
M.D.. Ac. Articles on Spirit Photography and Experiences in the
Phenomena with the mast noted mediums.
The Set of 13 Volumes £2 carriage paid in United Kingdom.

•LIGHT’ OFFICE, 110, ST. MARTIN’S LANE, W.C.

JUST PUBLISHED.

BLIND DEAF-MUTES AS PSYCHICS.
Their Early Training. How their Powers
are Developed.
BY ANNA J. CHAPIN
(The Blind Medium).
With an Introduction by E. KATHARINE Bates.
Art cover.
76 pages.
Is. Id. net post free.
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‘ Science and Health,
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‘ Memory Culture,’ Atkinson, 3/- ; ‘ Paths to Power,’ Wilson. 3/-;
‘Studies in Mysticism,’ Waite, 7/- ; ‘ Mental Fascination,’ Atkinso
3'-; ‘Spirit Identity,’ ‘M.A. (Oxon), *
2/-; ‘Sightsand Sound«,’
3 9; * Magic—White and Black,’ Hartmann. 3/9; ‘Supernu
ligion,’ 3 vols., 10,6 ; ‘ Psychology,’ Dewey, 4/6 ; ‘Telepathic
tions.’ Podmore, 1/3; ‘Evolution.’ M’Cabe, 1/3; ‘ Racq
Haddon, 1/3; ‘ Physiology.’ Dr. Wilson. 1/3; ‘Geology
1/3; ‘Prehistoric Man,’M’Cabe, 1/3. All cloth bound, i
ditjon, jiost free, cash with order.
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A REMARKABLE OFFER!
To every reader of ‘ Light.’
To every purchaser of a copy of the Fourth Edition of

‘ EVERYBODY’S

ASTROLOGY,’

By AL.AN
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CONCENTRATION AND THE ACQUIRE
MENT OF PERSONAL MAGNETISM.
(Il.M’HTRATKI)).

LEO,

Price Is. 2d. post free, will be sent a 3-page TEST HOROSCOPE,
FREE.
‘EVERYBODY’S ASTROLOGY’ is the first and most popular
of the Shilling Series of Astrological Manuals, and consists of a Com
plete Series of Delineations of the 144 Distinct and Separate Types of
Persons born each year. In short, it contains, in the small compass of
a pocket-book, a key to the characters of all with whom one has to deal
in daily life. (Cloth,
by 4J, 102 pp.)

BY O HASHNU HARA.
Fifth Edition Revised and Enlarged. Cloth, 118 pages, 2s. 9d,
nett post free.’

PRACTICAL METHODS TO INSURE
SUCCESS.
BY HIRAM E. BUTLER.

The following' particulars should be given :—
Please send ‘Everybody’s Astrology’ and Test Horoscope as adver
tised, to:—
Full Postal Address.................................................................................................
Particulars for Horoscope : (1) Place of Birth.................. ....’ ’(2) Date of
Birth.................. (3) Time of Birth (say whether a.m. or p.m.)...............
I enclose P.O. for Is. (or 14 stamps).

Sbnd

to L.,

Office

of—

Twenty-Fourth Edition.

EUSAPIA PALLADINO AND HER
PHENOMENA.
The

Life

and

‘Modern Astrology,’ 42 & 43, Imperial-buildings, Ludgate Circus, E.C.

THE SURVIVAL OF MAN
A STUDY IN UNRECOGNISED HUMAN FACULTY
BT

SIR OLIVER LODGE, F.R.S.
N this book Sir Oliver Lodge gives an account of many of his
investigations into matters connected with supernormal psychology during the last quarter of a century; with an abridgment of con
temporary records. Apparitions are discussed in the light of our knowledge of telepathy, and attention is paid to some of the most recent
results of the Society for Psychical Research, especially those in which
the author has himself been engaged. The section of the book which
treats of automatic writing, trance speech, and other instances of clair
voyant lucidity is probably the most important, for here is to be found
some of the scientific evidence for survival, posthumous activity and
continued personal existence.

I

Some of the Contexts :
Aims and Objects of Psychical Research—Experimental Telepathy or
Thought-Transference—Spontaneous Telepathy and Clairvoyance—
Automatism and Lucidity—Automatic Writing and Trance SpeechPersonal Identity—Professor William James’s Early Testimony—The
Author’s First Report on Mrs. Piper—Extracts and Discussion of Piper
Sittings—Recent Piper Sittings—The Myers and Hodgson Controls in
Recent Piper Sittings—Summary of other Experiences and Comments
—In Memory of Myers.

For Sir Oliver Lodge’s new book we cannot be sufficiently grateful.
As a book for the day, and for the man of to-day, it is, in some respects
better than Mr. Myers’ great work. It is shorter: it is livelier: it goes
over ground more suited to the habits and the pace of the average man.
No better service could be done in our direction than to make it Known
and to push it in every possible way. Let every Spiritualist who can
afford it buy from one to fifty copies and use them as Christmas presents
or gift books for the New Year. It is a handsomely printed and hand
somely bound volume of three hundred and sixty.scven pages, and costs
7s, lOd. net post free.
The book covers a great deal of ground and in
an entirely workmanlike and attractive way.—‘Light,’ Nov. 20th.

Cloth, Second Edition, 357 pages, 7/10 net, post free.
OFFICE OF ‘ LIGHT,’ 110, ST. MARTIN’S LANE, W.C.

PSYCHIC FORCE,
AN

EXPERIMENTAL

INVESTIGATION OF A LITTLE-KNOWN

A Manual

for

Investigators.

Contents —Many extracts from Sir William Crookes’articles on this
subject, also Dr. Alfred Rossel Wallace’s ‘ Miracles and Modem Spirit
*
ualism,
Desertis’s ‘Psvchic Philosophy,’ Hudson Tuttle's ‘ Arcana of
Spiritualism,’ Ac.; Working Hypothesis, What is a Sensitive ? A Storage
Battery. Experiments with D. D. Home, Cecil Husk, F. Craddock, Sir
Wm. Crookes’Experiments and Statements, Phenomena of Percussive
and other allied Sounds, Visual Phenomena, Insensibility to Heat, Levi
tation, Inanimate and Animate Bodies, Apparent Penetration of Matter
by Matter, How can Experiments be carried out? Instructions, Experi
ments with Photographic Plates, Flower Healing Test, Ac.
Price Is. 1 jd. nett, poet free.
OFFIOE OF ‘LIGHT,
*
110, ST. MARTIN'S LANE, W.C.

Experiments of the
Psychic Medium.

Famous

By HEREWARD CARRINGTON.
Fully illustrated, Large Crown Svo, eos. rod. net, post free.
Mr.Carringtondealsexhaustively with thelifeof this famous
Neapolitan medium, a complete summary being given of all
the available historic evidence (much hitherto unpublished),
including reviews of the experiments made by Professors
Lombroso, Morselli, Richet, Curie, Bottazzi, Flatnmarion,
d'Arsonval, Sir Oliver Lodge, and many other eminent
savants. This is followed by a detailed account of the
author’s own carefully-conducted test seances recently held
in Naples. Two interesting chapters deal with the various
tlieories that have been advanced by scientists to explain
the phenomena: and the concluding chapter studies the
facts from the biological and psychological points of view.
The most interesting fact regarding the book is that
Mr. Carrington, himself an expert prestidigitateur, and
long noted as a confirmed sceptic and an authority on the
detection of psychic frauds, has become finally converted to
a cautious belief in Eusapia’s powers.

SPIRIT AND MATTER BEFORE
THE BAR OF MODERN SCIENCE.
By ISAAC W. HEYSINGER, M.A., M.D.
Demy Svo, 4S6 pp., rys. 6d. net, post free.
This book, written at the end of a lifetime of scientific
research, proves conclusively the existence of the spiritual
world ana that Spiritualism is the basis of all true religion.
As evidence the author brings forward the testimony of all
the great scientists and leaders of modern thought, every
one of whom, differ as they may on other points, is forced to
the conclusion that in the spiritual world only the key to
the mystery of the universe is to be found. Instances of
extraordinary psychic phenomena have their place in the
work, and the intense vigour and lucidity of its style help
to make it one of absorbing interest.
A magnificent exposition and defence of Spiritualism
brilliant, many-sided, well informed and eloquent; and all
presented with such knowledge and animation that ‘it
reads like a novel,’ is quite true.—1 Light.’

TOWER.

By GAMBIER BOLTON.

129 pages, Is. 1 Ad. nett post free.

OFFICE OF ‘ LIGHT,’ 110, ST. MARTIN’S LANE, W.C.

DREAMS.
Scientific and Practical Interpretations.
By G. H. MILLER.
600 pp., Crown Svo, 6s. jd. net, post free.
This book, written on a scientific principle by a wellknown expert, gives a practical interpretation of nearly
3,000 classes of dreams. It contains an elaborate ana
interesting introduction and preface to the subject.

Th order from:—
OFFICE OF ‘LIGHT,’ 110, ST. MARTIN’S LANE, W.C.

CHRISTIANITY AND SCIENCE
The Latest Phase.

The Ministry of Angels.
BY JOHN PAGE HOPPS.
(With portrait.)
Cloth gilt, 20 pages, Is. nett, post free.

OFFICE OF ‘LIGHT,’ 110, ST. MARTIN’S LANE, W.C.

BY

W.

L.

WILMSHURST.

Cloth, 92 pages, Is. 2d. post free, or paper covers, 8d. post free.

OFFICE OF J LIGHT,’ 110, ST. MARTINS LANE, W.C.
"VVanted, position as lady or companion-help.
’ ’
with elderly lady or »mall family; mediumistic: London piejerred.—Addreaa, ‘A. J.,'21, TnnzA-road. Hanqxtend Heath, London,
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NOTES BY THE WAY.
A happy sermon by Edwin G. Brown, of the United
States, on ‘ The God Idea ’ has found its way to London.
It has two texts, one from the Bible, and the other the
following piquant verse without author’s name :—
For who is God
To answer fully
And yet, is not
And we and all

doth make manifest ih light.’—Paul.

1 and what is God 1 we ask.
were a God-like task.
this answer? God is God,
things but His changing mask.

The preacher begins, and finds safety in beginning,
with the fullest admission that of God, in the absolute
sense, we can know nothing: and proceeds to acknow
ledge Him as ‘the Infinite Source, the present Reality of
all that exists.’ He tells of an old professor, a botanist,
who had long been a deserter from the old ‘ evangelical ’
notions of God. Genesis and Geology would not agree, so
he turned Genesis out: and other things had to follow
until there was no God. But he came back home by a
glorious route. Talking with a friend about it one day,
when looking out upon a splendid view, the old man said
that he had found no answer to * why ? ’ anywhere. The
learned words of science are ‘just as empty as wind-blown
bladders, every one of which collapses with the pin-prick
of the little word “ why 1 ” ’ And then it dawned upon
him that all was mystery—a plant as much as God: and
he was content to feel the existence of a vast all-pervading
Reality, and ‘ looking up at the blue sky, looking out
across the hills and valleys, looking around at the trees and
the grass and the flowers, looking into the eyes of his
friend, he said, “Now it is all God.” God is the Infinite
Source, the Present Reality, of all that exists, the I AM
of the Hebrew.’
If wo go on to call God, The Infinite Goodness and
The Infinite Love we can do so by being conscious that
Goodness and Love are dominant in the Universe, as the
vast Reality which lies behind our poor inconstant good
ness and love, and is the fountain or substance of it. It is
this immense, abiding, inspiring Perfection of which we
are just beginning to partake that is, for us, God. This
is how our preacher puts it:—
It satisfies me to believe that there is a Reality behind all
that appears. It satisfies me to feel that I have come from
that Reality, that I am of that Reality, that my conscience is
the voice of that Reality—and I call it God. That is my
answer to this question * Whence 1 ’ which I am impelled
to ask.
And now, why 1 Why the Eternal Goodness 1 Why the
Infinite Love 1 Well, it is because I think that I can see
something more here in life than just the goodness of men and
women, and animals, and plants, and rocks. Perhaps this is
a better way to put it The sum of all the individual goodness

[a Newspaper.]

Price Twopence.

of all the individuals does not seem to me equal to the good
ness which appeals to me. The sum of the love in the hearts
of all the individuals does not seem to me equal to the love
which appeals to me. In the things which most men call bad,
in poverty and vice and ignorance, in hate and resentment
and sin and suffering—in all these I think I can see means
toward goodness. There seems to me an Eternal and Infinite
Goodness underlying all the bad things, all the sad things of
life. There seems to me an Eternal and'Infinite Love over
brooding all the pain and sorrow and tears. In my heart I
find a hope, a belief, nay, more, an absolute conviction that all
is good. It does not satisfy me to think
* That somehow good
Shall be the final goal of ill.’
I want good to be the goal of ill now, this instant; and I am
absolutely convinced that you and I and every man and
woman have the power to turn the seeming ill of his life into
actual good now, this instant. So I speak of the Eternal
Goodness. So I believe in the Infinite Love. So I assert the
Omnipotent Reality, God.

We have received a copy of ‘ The Occidental Mystic
and Occult ’ for May (Denver, Colorado). Like so many
of these little fighting Magazines, it is very personal. The
title page has a sharply printed portrait of the editor, Frank
D. Hines—a clever presentation of a keen militant head,
and the pages are filled with live cartridges. Here are a
few:—
Dare to speak the truth ; dare to tell the story, but with
fearless spirit and zeal; use common sense methods; be guided
by reason ; know that all is not as it should be, but may be
the best that could be under present understanding of the
laws of the All Good to the All that Is. . .
Isolate yourself just long enough, at least, to form your
life’s purpose ; keep silently at your post until ready to proceed,
then wade in to win and persevere until you become the win,
absolutely so, as to your fixed and determined Will and
Purpose; put Spirit into what you have selected as your
purpose and, usually, you shall win. . .
Originality is the father to the thoughts that make for true
genius. One must feel his genius ere he can originate thoughts
that make for genius. To be a musician one must feel music,
get inspired of music, and then music will be original and the
genius of music will well forth from the soul as the very spirit
of music ; it is true of all genius.
Who lives on the surface of things sees only the surface,
feels nothing beyond what the surface shows him, will never
rise to become a genius ; he is a mere imitator and copies well,
but never originates ; his powers within him are dormant; he
lacks spirit; he is at the mercy of changing surfaces of things
and persons ; he drifts with the tide; he is bound to the
wheel upon the outer rim and may be crushed as the wheel
revolves to come in contact with mother earth. Begin to
think from within, and feel your thinking and dare to be
original. . .
To transcend the worries that are found in the world of
things is true greatness, whether it be in a man of wealth or
a man of common labour. To dream, while toiling in content,
of things more lovely and better than at present possible, is to
rise gradually in the scale of life. To march forth to daily
tasks, as if the last day of trial with the idea of victory just
ahead, is truly worthy thought and good mind. Happy is he
who is content with the now, because he holds that spirit of
love of present duty above all possibility of any lesser spirit
obtaining control of his soul. . .
Stand there, now, my soul and dare to do thy part; feed this
body of thine and care for this present dwelling place ; if
despised I be, for thee, oh, Spirit Divine, let my soul be my
Friend.
These spirited little gunboats, that often seem to need
regulation steering, are nevertheless not to be despised.
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hat is Religion ? The question is an old one hut it
is also ever new, for every generation sees the break
down or the transformation of the old replies. And yet
there is always with us the delusion that Religion is a
matter of prostrations, sacraments and creeds, especially
creeds. It is a curious notion.
However did it take
possession of the world 1 Probably by way of man’s
masterful egotism. Certain would-be authorities declared
that these concerns of the soul were thus and so, and
wrote it all down, as Apostles’ Creed, or Athanasian Creed,
orNicene Creed, or Thirty-Nine Articles, or Westminster
Confession of Faith, and forthwith bound the product upon
the obedient.
Some time ago, the great sculptor, August Rodin, in
reply to Mr. Paul Gsell’s question whether he was a
religious man, made a clean and noble reply :—
That depends on what you mean by a religious man. If
you mean a man botjnd to certain practices, bowing down to
certain dogmas, then I am not at all religious.
But to my mind religion is something altogether different
from mumbling a creed. It is a consciousness of the un
explained and the inexplicable, an adoration of the unknown
force that maintains the various types of living creatures, a
suspicion of a natural world beyond the reach of our senses, of
the whole vast domain that neither the eyes of the body nor
those of the mind are capable of seeing ; it is the upleaping of
our consciousness toward the infinite, toward eternity, toward
limitless truth and love—promises that may be illusory, but
nevertheless give wings to the soul in this life. . . If no
religion existed I should have to invent one.

[June 18, 1910.

LONDON SPIRITUALIST ALLIANCE, LTD.

MRS. MARY SEATON'S LECTURES.

A Series of Lectures will be delivered by Mrs. Mary
Seaton at the Rooms of the London Spiritualist Alliance, 110,
St. Martin’s-lane, W.C., on the following Monday and
Thursday afternoons, commencing at three o’clock.
Syllabus.
Monday, June 20—‘ Healing the Body.’
Thursday, June 23—‘The Psychology of Habits.’
Monday, June 27—‘The Psychology of Intuition’
Thursday, June30—‘How to Develop Spiritual Forces.’
Monday, July 4—‘ The Relation of the Actual to the Real.’

Admission Is. Each.
The Council of the London Spiritualist Alliance and Mrs.
Mary Seaton jointly invite Members of the Alliance to attend
these meetings free of charge.

Spirit Healing.—On Mondays, Wednesdays, and Fri
days, Mr. A. Rex, the healing medium, will attend between
11 a m. and 1 p.m., at the Rooms of the London Spiritualist
Alliance, 110, St. Martin’s-lane, W.C., to afford Members and
Associates and their friends an opportunity to avail themselves
of his services in magnetic healing under spirit control. As
Mr. Rex is unable to treat more than a limited number of
patients on each occasion, appointments must be made in ad
vance by letter, addressed to the Secretary, Mr. E. W. Wallis.
Fees, one treatment, 7s. 6d. ; course of three, 15s.

THE REALITY OF SPIRIT ACTION.
A Message

Modern imitations of the life of Christ are never and,
we think, can never be satisfactory as stories, though they
may be useful as side-lights. This is so with Mary Everest
Boole’s little book ‘A Woodworker and a Tenkmaker ’
(Christ and Paul), published by C. W. Daniel. The story
is very modern and very homely, and some of it may be a
little unpleasant to the excessively reverential, but there is
not an atom of barm in it; indeed, as we have hinted,
there is light in it for those who can see.

In Mrs. Mayo’s ‘ Recollections of Fifty Years,’ just
published, there is a noticeable story bearing upon the
death of Cecil Rhodes and a Scotch doctor who loathed
him, politically. The doctor was a friend of Mrs. Mayo’s,
who says :—
One evening he remarked to his household : ‘ Cecil Rhodes
Î3 not going to die yet ; he is reported as better.’ Next morn
ing, as he came to the breakfast table, he said, with a strangely
changed manner : ‘Cecil Rhodes is dead. I was at his death
bed last night. He was so distressed at leaving all his work,
and I tried to cheer him by saying who knew what he might
be able to do yet 1 One of his doctors, who should have been
there, could not come, and I took his place.’ He went on to
describe the room—rather bare, and the death-bed as more
like a couch than a bed. I heard my friend relate this dream
some hours before the report of Cecil Rhodes’ death reached
us, I know, too, that my friend had not been outside his own
house between the dream and Jiis narrating it. When details
of the dying scene came it was stated that one of the doctors
who should have been present was unavoidably absent. Also
that Rhodes’ last utterances were to the effect ‘that there was
so little done, and so much to do.’ I have never been able to
discover if the description of the room was correct.

The much advertised ‘Pastor Russell,’of U.S.A., in his
discourse on ‘ The Personality of Satan,’ declared that ‘ spirit
communications’are ‘ really deceptive communications from
fallen angels ’ ; that Spiritualists and mediums are deceived,
and are ‘ unintentionally leading others onward into a terrible
spiritualistic maelstrom, which we are nearing, according to
the Bible.’ Pastor Russell believes in ‘the second death —
extinction ’—of those whom he calls the ‘ unwilling and dis
obedient.’ Apparently he knows all about it, or think» he does.

from

‘Andrew Jackson Davis.’

By James Robertson.
Moncure Conway, who travelled from Methodism to a very
bleak agnosticism, once wrote: ‘ If I could believe—really
and without any trace of doubt—that a deceased person bad
spoken to me, I should be frantic and my life revolutionised.
How petty would all the Royal Society and their miracles
seem in comparison with one of these frantic mediums, utter
ing a single word proved to have come from another world! ’
Conway knew much, had heard or read all about Crookes and
Wallace, but was convinced that they had taken the illusions
of their own hearts for realities. He sat sometimes with
these‘frantic mediums,’ and had interviewed Madame Bla
vatsky in India. He would have it that Andrew Jackson
Davis was a clever fellow who had cunningly devoured Plato
and all the writers of antiquity, that he gave forth nothing
which he had not learned in a normal way. In other words,
there was nothing in Spiritualism but fraud or illusion ; there
never had been, nor was there likely to be in this era of
human progress, any fact which would convey incontestable
evidence of spiritual presence and power. With him it was
an ever getting nearer and nearer to the great Dark Door
through which no light had ever been permitted to pass. It
was so singular that a mind which dared to think freely could
soar up to and explore so many realms of thought, should
have missed realising what was at his doorstep. I think it is
Emerson who has said : ‘ To see that which is before our eyes
is almost to have genius.’ Had there not been a mental
squint in his organism, he would have recognised that there
must have been something hidden from him which compelled
so many men and women to offer their testimony to the verity
of a thing so unpopular, so ridiculed, and so maligned as
Modern Spiritualism.
Conway, like his friends Huxley and Tyndall, never beat
at the iron gates of the undiscovered country with any yearn
ing cry for knowledge as to whether or not invisible beings
could see and hear us, talk with us, and help us. All of this
was net a possibility to them, and thus they looked with
disdain on all who laboured to make plain that there was an
avenue of communication between this world and another
world beyond death. It is true, as Huxley put it, that
‘scepticism is the highest of duties, blind faith the one un
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pardonable sin,’ and that what We need is ‘justification, not
by faith, but by verification.’ But all this is what Spiritualists
cry out for: a good healthy blast of unperverted common
sense, not a faith in someone else’s faith, but examination,
verification, a continual weighing up of all that comes
within their gaze.
Davis, Tuttle, Morse, and Wallis and
many others have given us the most complete and satisfactory
evidence that they have been acted upon from another world,
where the vision is so enlarged, the consciousness so quickened,
that knowledge appears to be unlimited. Those unseen workers
operate on this life of ours according to natural laws not yet
understood by us.
That there is a cause producing the phenomena we call
Spiritualistic, a cause beyond the will-power of the instrument,
and that this will-power is executed by an operator out of
sight, we cannot doubt. How many writers, called normal,
have felt an impelling force suddenly quickening their intel
lectual faculties and making many things clear which had been
hitherto obscured ! Gerald Massey has told us that in writing
his profound work, ‘ Shakespeare’s Sonnets,’ a book which the
present Lord Coleridge has called Massey’s opus magnum,
‘ a wonderful marshalling of evidence, perhaps the most learned
work on Shakespeare ever written,’ he was indebted to
the unseen for being able to present the true history and inner
meaning of the sonnets. Massey’s own words are, and they
are worth pondering over by those who are in doubt as to the
possibility of communicating with that other world :—
There was present some Intelligence talking with me that
seemed to know an infinite deal more of my subject than I did,
able to throw light on my darkest difficulties and give explana
tory replies to my secret thoughts and never before uttered ques
tions. Many things were told me that I did not seethe drift of
till years afterwards. In this way I received much valuable
help—help, I say ; no need to lie or exaggerate—in, as I think,
fully unfolding Shakespeare’s sonnets. This was a case, I
submit, in which I was the best judge of evidence, and I was
obliged to conclude that there was present some invisible and
superhuman Intelligence operating through and by means of
the medium, conveying information to me which was not in
my mind previously and could not have been in the medium’s
mind. I will say more: a knowledge that could only have
been in the particular mind present in person.
All the far-fetched theories of psychieal research or theo
sophy cannot meet such evidence as this of Massey’s. The
spirit-world was to him as real, as aetual as the natural
world; it was facts he stood for, not speculations nor hypo
thesis. Those who take the trouble to read the life story of
such men as W. Stainton Moses, and others, will be forced to
admit that evidence of spirits’ return and of their power to
convey knowledge without the mentality of the instrument
being utilised has been most conclusive.
The great majority of clairvoyants have at some time in
their careers given out startling facts which could only bear
one interpretation, viz., that the dead »’ere not heirs to the
heritage of sleep, not subjects in the kingdom of silence, but
awake, breathing forth knowledge and consolation. I know
full well that at times the light shines through a clouded
medium, and gets distorted in the passage, but even at these
times there Hashes forth some word which sets in motion some
old memory, and you feel a loved one is near, who through
some defect in the transmitter cannot make his full message
■dear. Beaders of Dr. Hodgson’s attempts to get a consecutive
message from ‘George Pelham ’ will find wonderful bits which
could only prove the presence of a personality who was so
•conditioned as only to be able to send some distorted fragment
of a message. I can recall sittings with Lottie Fowler and
Alexander Duguid when the spirit’s message would be given
in clear, consecutive manner, so that it was scarcely possible to
•doubt that I was in the presence of those I had known in the
■earth life. I witnessed the fact Moncure Uonway asked for :
a departed person had spoken words from another world. At
other times one felt confident the spirit friend was really at
hand, but that some obstacle was in the way, as after some
sudden Hash of value there followed a string of vague words
lieginning anywhere and ending nowhere. I have, how
ever, to say that during my long association with Spiritualism
I have been literally flooded with evidence of the spirits’
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power and presence. I have not made any special hunt for
such manifestations, but in some unlooked-for manner there
has been laid bare all I could desire as proof of this great
reality.
The foregoing is but a prelude to an interesting incident
which has crossed my path within the past few weeks. To
wards the end of April last, the well-known medium, Miss
McCreadie, was my guest for some days. While we were sit
ting talking in front of a portrait of Andrew Jackson Davis,
which the great seer had sent me last year, she suddenly said,
‘ Davis is here, and wants to give you a message.’ Our con
versation before this had been on topics other than spiritual.
I was somewhat surprised, as since the ascension of the pro
found revealer of Nature’s mysteries I had had no indications
of his presence, nor did I look for any manifestations from him
on the earth plane, a view which was held by the ' Strolling
Player,’ with whom I had a long conversation almost imme
diately after Davis’ translation. . Miss McCreadie, however,
went on giving out the message, the purport of which was :
‘ Write Della, my playmate, to send you the skull-cap I wore
at home.’ This rather startled me, and I got a pencil and
paper to take down wbat was said. I was asked to tell Della,
his playmate, that much as he would like her over there, her
influence was still needed on the earth plane ; that it would
be good for her to keep in touch with humanity ; that many
were in need of her aid, not only for physical healing, but for
spiritual upliftment; that much as he would like to go further
afield to explore the spirit-land, while she remained on earth
and bad work to do, he would still be her playmate. ‘ Friend,’
he said to me, ‘ I will finish the message when you are writing
the message to Della.’ Much was said about the blending of
great souls, which would be reflected on those on the earth
plane who were able to receive the higher inspirations.
I was not moved for some days to write to Mrs. Davis
and would perhaps not have done so at all but for the repe
tition of this word ‘playmate.’ I had never seen a portrait of
Davis with a skull cap, nor did he wear one when I met him
in Boston. Ultimately I did venture to send Mrs. Davis the
message, and the other day I had a reply (dated May 19th),
which seemed to confirm in every way the validity of wbat
had been given through Miss McCreadie. It was as follows :—
Dear Mr. Robertson,—I write in reply to your kind letter of
May 1st, in which you convey to me the dear message of my
beloved busband. He was wont to epeak of me as his playmate.
His glorified spirit has gone to dwell mid the higher beauties of
the Summerland, but as he was ever mindful of my highest
good and happiness when he was in the body, I feel sure he is
not less so now, for he knows how very much alone I am. I
am learning very slowly how to live without bis daily
visible companionship. He was so much to me and the
home. I want to thank you for your kindness in writing
me, for your sympathy, for your interest in his works
and labours for humanity. He remained on earth long
enough to see his books again before the world, for which
he was very pleased and grateful. . . By this same mail
I send you the cap which is mentioned in his message. Every
and any word emanating from his sweet spirit is golden to
me.
From this it is manifest that Mrs. Davis believes that she
has had a message from her husband. She accepts it all as
being perfectly genuine. Some may not recognise any Davis
influence in what was given out : may think, even, that the
medium’s mentality concocted it all. Miss McCreadie, to
whom I conveyed briefly the contents of Mrs. Davis’ letter,
writes me: * I somehow never doubted. It came so easily
to me; the conditions were so good that it made it possible
for the dear soul to come in close touch with us ’ There are
few things I could prize more than a relic of the great Davis,
and here there has come to me something so very closely asso
ciated with his presence—the cap he wore. A relic of the
greatest soul would not be prized more by me thau is the cap
worn by the Shakespeare of the spiritual philosophy.
A i.aoy, who resides at Hornsey, wishes to join a private
circle sitting for spirit communications and mediumistic
development. Address, ‘ Isala,’c/o ‘ Light,’ 110, St. Martin’slane, W.C.
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EXPERIMENTS OF A ‘SOLITARY.’
(Continued from, page 276.)

In the course of time the attendance of this nondescript
invisible personality became so constant that whenever I put
myself into the attitude for writing scarcely more than a
second or two would pass before my hand began to move. If
sleepless in my bed, my right hand fingers laid on the palm
of my left would write out some messages from the unseen.
Passing along the street, I could carry on a conversation with
the invisible. The thought conveyed was always traced in
good form, and my mind could follow and read the circling
motions of my fingers. I have read of prisoners in solitary
confinement going mad for want of something to occupy the
mind. Often did I say to myself, ‘ What a cure there is here
for solitude ! ’ especially for anyone interested in speculating
upon life present and to come. I felt that I never was alone,
and could always find subjects for mental occupation, under
the stimulus of a mind that saw the great things of life from
a side that I myself could not reach.
One day, when engaged in conversation, I had asked a ques
tion,and out of curiosity had placed the pencil in my left hand to
see with what measure of.deftness the invisible mover couldcarry
my hand through motions which I hardly knew how to begin,
whatever letters might require to be formed. To my surprise,
and not without some fear, my hand set off with the answer
‘ Yes,’ but written from right to left, and requiring to be read
with the paper reversed. I tried afterwards to write a fac
simile, but I hardly knew at one turn how to proceed with the
next, and the effort was both slow and laborious. This, I see,
frequently occurs with writing mediums ; but what is the
explanation of so curious a fact 1 I felt so staggered by the un
usual phenomenon that I never had the courage to try it again.
Although these simple experiments had much in them that
was interesting to me, being varied with drawings of moral
and religious symbols, I felt that probably not much more
could be learned from my communicant, and I resolved that
no more opportunities should be given. This determination I
communicated to my correspondent. He expressed great
regret, and begged for a continuance as it did him so much
good. But I said ‘ Good-bye.’
Some few weeks later I sat wondering by what process
my thoughts reached my unseen visitor, whether he saw me
in astral form, or was affected by vibrations from my voice,
or whether my thoughts telepathically reached to him, and I
resolved to make an experiment. In my imagination I con
ceived myself to be a woman, imaged myself mentally as
such, and sat down at my desk with pencil in hand to wait for
any possible communication. After a slightly longer wait
than usual my fingers began to vibrate. They did not move
forward as usual, but wrote very slowly and diminutively as if
one letter were on the top of the other : * Who is this 1 It is
a woman ? It isn’t B.’ And then in rapid writing and letters
of the usual size the question was abruptly put: ‘ Where are
you just now I ’ and a few more tentative questions to get at
my identity. I was able to keep up the rile of a woman for
some little time. What conclusions may I legitimately draw
from this experience 1 Does it not look as if the nexus between
us was my thoughts visible to him, and his thoughts willed to
pass into my brain and move my hand to record them I At
any rate, it shows that the invisibles can pick our brains,
return to us our own thoughts, answer our questions from our
own knowledge, and therefore are not to be hastily identified by
the fact that they can answer questions accurately. Of
course this spirit’s abilities or inabilities are not to be made a
general law ; but I should be glad to discover what is the
general experience as to communicating spirits' methods of
approach.
For a good many years I had given no opportunity for
any spirit to communicate by writing. Just a year ago, on a
Friday evening, I was writing a sermon, when I was startled
by a strong forward jerk of my right arm, such as used to
intimate the presence of my former communicant. I thought
it might be a return of this old acquaintance. On lifting a
pencil my hand unexpectedly traced out the single sentence :
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Go to the old home and tell them that I am with them still!'
I w’aited for the signature. I said aloud : * But who are you!'
No answer came ; and I still waited and asked, but no. How
curious, and how stupid ! Three old friends had passed away
within six months of this visitation, and I have wondered if
this intrusion could be from one of them who had embraced
the notion that a man's soul sleeps till the resurrection day,
and whom I had often rallied on the great surprise that would
await him on his death, when he found himself alive and not
so far away from home. Could he have thought that his
message would vouch for his identity 1
In leaving the subject I must refer once more to the fir«
communicant’s assertion that he was the spirit of my father.
Was he a lying spirit 1 I am not inclined to press the charge,
although I do not believe him to have been my relation. But
finding himself in contact with me he might easily be impressed
with the fancy that he was some intimate friend of mine, and
out of my surmise that my father might communicate, quite
honestly persuade himself that he was the same. It is not
surprising that some spirits in their eagerness to communicate
should try to commend themselves by claiming intimate
relationship. But again, some of them may be honestly
mistaken. To every unexperienced reader of these lines I say:
Be slow to believe such claims, yet be civil and patient while
you wait for evidence that puts an end to doubt.
AN UNSEEN UNIVERSE.

The fact that science is rapidly pushing its way beyond
the * visible ’—that is, beyond everything of which we can take
direct cognisance by means of our senses, aided or unaided
by instruments—is well illustrated in a lecture delivered by
Sir J. J. Thomson in 1907 at Victoria University, Manchester,
and reprinted in the last published report of the Smithsonian
Institution, Washington, U.S.A. The following extracts will
give an idea of his reasoning. He refers to the fact that two
electrified bodies in rapid motion appear to disobey the law
of equal and opposite mutual action, by which the momentum
of the system remains constant; this can be accounted for
by supposing that there is another system, invisible, but
possessing mass, to which some of the momentum has been
transferred, so that when this is included the total momentum
remains constant, in accordance with the law ; and he con
tinues :—
In the case of the electrified bodies we see that they must
be connected with some invisible universe, which we may
call the ether, and that this ether must possess mass and be
set in motion when the electrified bodies are moved. We are
thus surrounded by an invisible universe with which we can
get into touch by means of electrified bodies. Whether this
universe can be set in motion by bodies which are not electri
fied is a question on which we have as yet no decisive
evidence. . . The idea that bodies are connected by lines
of electric force with invisible masses of ether has an impor
tant bearing on our views as to the origin of force and the
nature of potential energy. . . May not the transforma
tion of kinetic energy into the different kinds of potential
energy merely be the transfer of kinetic energy from a part of
the system which affects our senses to another which does
not 1 . . llecent investigations lead us to the conclusion
that ordinary material systems must be connected with in
visible systems which possess mass whenever the material
systems contain electrical charges. We are led to the conclu
sion that the invisible universe—the ether—is to a large
extent the workshop of the material universe, and that the
phenomena of Nature as we see them are fabrics woven in
the looms of this unseen universe.
Something very similar might be said as to processes of
thought and other mental phenomena. It will no longer
avail to consider thought as a result of the material activity of
the brain. We are perforce led to assume the existence of a
spiritual universe in close connection with that of which we
are normally aware, and which is the * workshop ’ in whose
‘ looms ’ the fabric of our mental and spiritual life is woven.
Mediums, perhaps, might then be compared to the electrified
bodies referred to, by means of which we can ‘get into touch'
with this unseen universe of spirit, while in a lesser degree all
thought is a transference of mental energy from the realm of
spiritual causes to that of intellectual perception.
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LONDON SPIRITUALIST ALLIANCE.
Receptiox

to

Mbs. Mary Seatox.

On Thursday, the 9th inst., a large number of the Members
and Associates of the London Spiritualist Alliance assembled
at 110, St. Martin’s-lane, and after an hour pleasantly spent
in the interchange of ideas and experiences, during which
refreshments were provided, Mr. H. Withall, vice-president,
introduced Mrs. Mary Seaton, of Washington, D.C., U.S.A.
He said that after the lectures by Mr. W. J. Colville last year
Mrs. Seaton delivered two addresses which were so much
appreciated by her hearers that he was much pleased when
Mrs. Seaton wrote informing him that she would be in London
this year, and would be able to address the Members and
Associates of the Alliance, and he cordially welcomed her on
their behalf, feeling sure that they would benefit from her
teaching.
Mrs. Seaton, who was warmly received, expressed her
gratification at the kindly welcome accorded to her, and gave
an eloquent explanatory address outlining the spiritual philo
sophy of the relationship existing between man and the
Supreme Spirit—the One Life that is within, through and
about us all—and affirming that not only is heaven within,
but that unlimited power can be exerted by those who attain
to a developed consciousness of the God in their own souls.
In effect, she said :—
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‘ NECROMORPHS.’

Mr. Allen Upward, whose book on ‘The New Word’
(Idealism) attracted so much favourable notice a year or two
ago, has now come into the field of Spiritualism with a curious
semi-scientific romance entitled ‘ The Discovery of the Dead *
(A. C. Fifield, 13, Clifford’s Inn, E.C., price 3s. 6d. net). In
bis preface he speaks of the idea contained in the book as ‘a
suggestion which I desired to put before those who are sin
cerely interested in what some call Spiritualism, and some call
psychical research. For it is a suggestion—neither a dogma
nor a hoax.’ Yet in its details it is not easy to take it seri
ously. The story is that of a German professor who was
‘ frozen out ’ of a learned society because, lecturing on the
various unseen aspects of Nature which might be revealed if
the rays which do not directly affect the eye could be rendered
visible, he ventured to hint that by some such process the
‘ underworld,’ containing the souls of the departed, might be
rendered perceptible to the senses, and magic and religion
thereby objectively justified. This idea is not a new one.
Retiring to a remote castle to conduct his further researches,
the Professor experimented with substances derived from the
eyes of reptiles, which, he believed, were able to see spirits.
This bold and curious supposition is ingeniously used by
the author to bring his hero into communication with the
' Necromorphs,’ as he somewhat oddly calls the shades of the
departed, and thereby to present a number of details concern
ing the life which we may well suppose to be lived by those
who have passed on. Some of it is good Spiritualism, and
with regard to the rest the reader is free to use his own
judgment. The contention is, of course, that if the forms of
the departed could be rendered visible by the utilisation of
any ‘ invisible ’ radiations, ‘ necrology ’ would rank among the
positive sciences. M e think it improbable, however, that
scientific conviction will come in this form.
The writer refers to the universality in ancient times of a
belief iu ‘a submaterial universe, variously named Hades,
Sheol, Valhalla, and so on,’ into which it was believed to be
possible for mortals to penetrate occasionally, as in the legends
of Orpheus, Ulysses, and others, and infers that ‘ there is also
considerable evidence for the view that Necromorphs were
from time to time visualised by primitive man,’ while ‘ that
the ancients had attained to some kind of intercourse with

It is unnecessary to wait to go to heaven to find satisfac
tion and happiness—they can be gained here by realising and
expressing the God powers of our own souls. The question
is: ‘Do we want this Great Reality sufficiently to secure
complete conscious union and co-operation with the great All
Source, and to work with and for the purpose of Life—of which
everything is a manifestation 1 The law of growth necessi
tates varied experiences on all planes of consciousness. The
people to-day occupy a higher plane than ever before, and
great moral forces are evolving at an enormous rate. Many
persons of all conditions of life are realising that there is a
something that is guiding the upward process in the social
order. The test of true spirituality is the strength and
sincerity of the desire to be of benefit to others, and real
spiritual unfoldment will be manifest in daily life. No one
can be truly happy and satisfied with himself who does
not think and feel that he is a centre for God’s
expression through him, and take up his life’s work
them is unquestionable.’
of co-operating with that divine purpose by helpful influence
Necromorphs (the word means ‘ forms of the dead ’) are
and service to others.
Habits of thought and feeling
described as held in different regions by a sort of gravitation
can be changed ; not all at once, but by persevering effort—
there can be no failure—if you do your best each effort is a
answering to ‘khama’ (we suppose ‘ karma ’ is meant), and
gain. You must feel that you can serve God everywhere, and
those in the lowest region are frequently a prey to invisible
do it here, and do it now by holding the thought and feeling
but hostile agencies, corresponding to the evil principle, from
of working with and for the highest. Everyone is seeking to
which those in the highest sphere are entirely exempt. An
get back the God-consciousness of their own souls. It is a
intelligent Necromorph, with whom the Professor gets into
mistake to work for happiness—we have all been taught to
think that we must look outside—must go somewhere, but we
conversation, says:—
should strive to live for the right because it i> right. The
Perhaps I can best explain my own theory by asking you
motive should be spiritual: for service to humanity, not
to conceive of the entire universe, visible and invisible, as
personal profit. Things do not satisfy the soul’s longing, nor
being moved towards harmonious life by a great Tendency, as
will alterations of environments suffice ; change your sur
yet known to us only in broken glimpses. The natural laws
roundings if you can, legitimately, but if not get into harmony
so far explored by science are merely scattered threads in this
with them. Many persons feel and say : ‘ If I did not have to
great Woof of the World ; we hear no more than a few bars
live with that particular person I could do all right,’ but
of the marvellous and majestic Tune. The instiucts of the
doubtless that person, or that experience, is necessary to their
savage, the barbarous superstitions of primitive man, the
development, and offers them opportunities for growth and
hostile religious systems which rend civilised society, all these
service. If you feel that you must have help, and you pray
are efforts aud strivings on the part of men to catch the
to God, pray believing that your prayer will be answered, and
mighty music and imitate it on their imperfect instruments.
that what you need will be brought to you—that even dis
Life, then, should be regarded as an effort on the part of the
tasteful experiences will afford you opportunities for develop
living creature to acquire the power of moving in harmony
ing that in you which has not yet been expressed. It is useless
with the great Harmony. We are children learning to dance.
to pray ‘Thy will be done’ and then complain ; rest assured
The condition of the dead results from the degree in which
that God is directing His own universe, and as you are part of
this aim is achieved by the living. Those of us who have
that universe He is acting upon and by you, and will direct
reached nearest to harmony with the Universe are most free
you to carve out your life work, only you must not be turned
from the force which holds us down.
aside because it is difficult. Call upon the power within—
you do not have to go anywhere to get help—trust it, use it,
In spite of what we consider the clumsy and dubious
and when each one does that the law of mutual help comes
plan of presentation, the book is one of great interest, partly
into play and unfoldment, satisfaction and happiness follow
because it is the work of so keen and unconventional a thinker,
in due course.
and partly because in its results it sums up all that is best
It's must plant and water, the growth comes from God,
and most advanced iu tho progressive thought of the day, and
and we shall grow until wo feel that we do not need props to
sustain us, but find unlimited kuowledge, wisdom and power
expresses those aspirations which, as the writer intimates, are
within. (Applauso.)
the ancient and original heritage of mankind.
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the contrary, whether for good or evil, are those who are
always as ready to be smashed as enthroned. That is even
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true of Napoleon, who really was in some respects a selfless
man, though a bit of a devil. Jesus Christ was entirely
selfless, and, in his way and degree, a god. Both had
tremendous undertakings in hand, far beyond the mere
A Journal of Psychical, Occult, and Mystical Research.
self: both took immense risks, far beyond the paltry
Paies Twopence Weekly.
demands of self-comfort: both were unencumbered by
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end such a man becomes the strongest of all personalities,
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self that appeared akin to weakness ends in a strength of
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character that may not be far off the Indian’s ‘thunder
bolt.’
THE SELFLESS MAN.
This is a practical truth which is even yet but little
believed in, or even understood. The entrenched man,
A poorly printed little discourse on this subject has
apparently safe behind his money, his majority, his rank, and
found its way from India to us. It was lately preached in
depending largely upon these resources, has the appearance
Calcutta from a Brahmo Somaj pulpit by Babu Ramananda
of strength ; and, for a time, or while his resources hold
Chatterjee. There is a good deal of sense in it, but more
out, he may command strength, but he is really cultivating
rapture, soaring right away to ‘ The Lord of Bliss ’ and
personal weakness. A fall of values, an election, a Reform
‘ God’s pure air,’—to * God-intoxication ’ and forgetfulness
Bill, may any day prove it; whereas the man whose
of self.
strength is in himself has his resources perpetually at
What we might almost call the text is an ancient
command. All he has to do is to seek out or create the
Indian legend which runs thus :—
likeminded, to first affront the public opinion which he
Once upon a time, so runs the story, there was a great war
challenges, and then to march out and on, to create a
between the Devas and the Asuras. Indra led the celestial
public opinion of his own. This is the way all great
host, while the Asura army was commanded by Vritra. We
need not follow the fortunes of this war through all its stages.
reforms in politics, in religion, and in sociology have been
Suffice it to say that Indra wa3 at length driven from heaven
won.
with all his followers. Vritra reigned supreme in heaven.
This was Napoleon’s way. From one point of view he
It was now that Indra learnt that if a thunderbolt could be
made of the bones of the sage Dadhichi, that would be a
appears anything but selfless; and from that point of view
weapon wherewith Vritra could be surely killed. So Indra
be looks like a thunderbolt of self-assertion; but in reality
went to the sage and prayed for his bones. Now Indra bad
he was obsessed by Destiny or Fate, and he became simply
on a former occasion done the sage grievous wrong. But
a willing instrument, sacrificing himself and others for per
Dadhichi forgave his old enemy, and for the good of the gods
left his perishable body. Of his bones, the bones of a
verted Ideals, at any cost to himself and to those who
benevolent, forgiving, pure-souled and seif-sacrificing man,
thought
as he did or who were willing to blindly follow
was forged the thunderbolt ivhich struck down the hitherto
him—and die. No self-regarding there, but only the dark
invincible Vritra, the king of the powers of darkness.
mystery of the demoniacally Ideal.
It is a legend with a loose end, but the preacher
We cite that case of Napoleon in order to set forth,
made the most of it by saying:—
and in a lurid light, the truth which is often unperceived,—
The selfless man is the ' thunderbolt.’ Him no power of
that the selfless life is not the mild flabby life. It is really
evil can vanquish. All the world may be arrayed against
the
heroic life for good or evil. It is the life that is indepen
him, but the God of all power is with him. Would you
conquer and crush the forces of evil, be self-sacrificing. Self
dent, that is not enticed by pleasure, nor frightened by
sacrifice is irresistible. It has never known defeat. It can
risk of pain. When inspired from the angel-world, it is
never know defeat. Apparently vanquished, the selfless man
the
life that makes no terms with God for reward, and
triumphs ; dying he lives for ever, ever strong and young, even
like one of the elemental forces, inspiring men to deeds of
that will presently be as ready to serve the Saving God in
loving heroism and self-dedication.
hell as to sing before the ‘ Lord of Bliss ’ in heaven. In
i
a
word,
it
is
the
life
that
‘
lives
with
Christ
in
God.
’
The reasons why the selfless man triumphs are perhaps
We arc sometimes inclined to think that Spiritualists
more matter-of-fact than the preacher imagined. As a rule
will some day bo called upon to live this selfless life in
he is not at all a ‘thunderbolt.’ He is far more like a
breath of wind. He is unhindered, disengaged, unencum
heroic ways: and we know that some are so called to live
it now. But ‘ we havo this treasure in earthen vessels,’
bered. There is no magic, no miracle about it. It is, in
truth, a rather hum-drum affair, except when the very high
and though the spirit is willing the flesh may be often
plaues are reached.
weak. Well, the flesh will have to be toughened by
The self-regarding man is the hindered maD. lie must
surrenders, by mortifications. We have heard too much
have this, and cannot do without that; but his game is
of ‘It will do you harm’: that is the warning which the
always that of playing for safety, He takes no risks. He
coarse always give to tho sensitive. That warning is akin
may, indeed, avoid crushing; but he wins no victory. He
to tho cowardly self regarding warning of the worldly wise
is likely to accomplish nothing but the safety of his skin.
and the socially silly: ‘Don’t do that, my dear; what will
The Christs and Buddhas and Napoleons of the world, on
Mayfair think of you ? ’ ‘ Don’t go and worship there.

Jight:
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What will Mrs. Grundy say 1 ’ ‘ Don’t take up with such
nonsense as Spiritualism. What will the doctor say 1 ’
' Don’t vote for that man. What will your landlord or Sir
Reginald dol’
Probably Jesus Christ beard something
like that a hundred times.
Yes, we want toughening: we want a touch of the
martyr spirit, a breath of the confessor’s soul, a warmth
of the hero’s blood : but we also need faith in God and
the angel’s promise, that they who arc willing to lose life
for truth’s sake shall find it, and that they who sink self
in the effort to break a way through the jungle are God’s
very own co-operators in the creation of the world.

EUSAPIA PALADINO AND ‘TRICKERY.’
We have been informed that in addition to Professor Miinsterberg, to whose crude criticisms reference has already been
made in our columns, other observers at the séances which
have recently been held in New York with Eusapia Paladino
have expressed distrust of the means by which the phenomena
have been produced. Our position on this question is simple
and clear. ‘Light’ has always maintained that alleged
phenomena should be investigated with the utmost care, and
that the fullest facilities should be given for sitters to assure
themselves as to what takes place ; for this reason we have
habitually abstained from publishing reports of dark séances,
except in special cases in which the circumstances under which
the phenomena took place appeared to be such as to preclude
fraud. For this reason, also, we have always given due con
sideration to expressions of doubt, and to explanations of the
manner in which fraud could be carried on, because we con
sider that by so doing we are enabling observers to take more
thorough precautions, being forewarned as to what they have
to guard against. But we have always deprecated the in
discriminate imputation of fraud to all mediums because one
may have been found to cheat, and even with the same medium
we have had to point out that doubt thrown on the phenomena
occurring at a single sitting, or part of a sitting, does not
necessarily invalidate all the other phenomena ever obtained
with that particular medium.
Especially is this the case with Eusapia Paladino. Over
and over again it has been found that she is liable to resort to
trickery, frequently of the most infantile and obvious kind,
while deception carried out with systematic astuteness has
often been attributed to her, though on reviewing the whole
of the evidence it would appear that some of this has been
cleverly imagined in order to account for the phenomena in a
normal manner. But the trickery, crude or clever, is not
invariable ; and it usually relates to minor phenomena. We
have it on the authority of Messrs. Feilding, Baggally and
Carrington, who had the best of opportunities for studying
Mme. Paladino at Naples, that the best results were obtained
when the light and other conditions, for good observation were
at their best.
Among these conditions is the state of mind of the medium
herself. Though accustomed to sit with all kinds of observers,
she gives the best results when in the company of persons with
whom she is to some extent familiar, and apparently the worst
when she is treated like an automatic machine that will work
equally well in the presence of those who have never seen it
before. There is point and truth in her remarks quoted on
p. 275 of ‘Light,’ both as to the unscientific character of the
American proceedings and as to the effect produced on her
nerves by the investigators, who ‘grab her here and there and
yell.’ Such ‘investigators’ will never obtain with Mme. Paladino
the results which Continental investigators have obtained with
the same medium, nor will their crude conclusions—necessarily
crude from such procedure—controvert the exact scientific
results obtained in psychological laboratories by professors
accustomed to the study of abnormal types of humanity.
The conditions of the séance must, almost necessarily, have
a great effect on the production of the phenomena, because
these depend entirely on the liberation from the medium and

sitters of what is usually known as ‘ psychic force.’ This term
is sometimes used as though it explained the whole matter ;
but * psychic force,’ whatever its real nature, is only the means
by which some intelligence, claiming to be the spirit of a
deceased person, acts upon matter or produces apparitions,
lights, or other visible or tangible phenomena. The liberation
of this force requires a certain state of calm on the part of
both medium and sitters, and it is found that their mental
condition and expectations react upon the intelligence which
manipulates this force ; in short, that when fraud is expected
it usually appears, and Eusapia has justification for saying:
‘They think of the tricks—nothing but tricks. They put
their mind on the tricks and I automatically respond. They
merely will me to do them.’ This view is upheld on scientific
grounds by Dr. Joire in his ‘ Psychic Phenomena,’ a recently
published work of which an English translation is announced
as being in preparation. Though a medium is not like a
hypnotised subject, under the control of an experimenter,
yet the conditions of susceptibility are much the same, and
the medium can be similarly influenced by those around,
especially when their thoughts are strongly directed to one
point, such as the discovery of fraud.
As Dr. Joire points out, when we say that fraud is partial
(r.c., not invariable with the same medium), this necessarily
means that the person in question is a medium and has real
psychic powers ; we have therefore to study fraud as
a portion of the extensive subject of mediumship in
general. It seems probable that only when the conditions
are good can the force be exercised at a notable
distance from the body of the medium ; when the conditions
are poor it is said that the force is weak, and then the medium
needs to approach one hand very close to, or sometimes even
to place it in contact with, the object on which the effect is to
be produced. If the power is still weaker it can only act
through the normal movement of a hand ; then the medium
is impelled to perform the action, to simulate the phenomenon
by quite ordinary means, but involuntarily—either uncon
sciously when in a state of trance, or by a conscious impulse
which there is not the will or the power to resist. Of course,
such phenomena are valueless, and we deprecate most of all
the unreasonableness of demanding phenomena under such
unsuitable conditions ; but they do not prove the non-existence
of veritable manifestations such as have been proved by
abundant testimony to occur over and over again and with
many different mediums during the last sixty years, and not
less so since they have beeD made the subject of exact scientific
investigation.

A ‘SACRED LAND’ MISSING.
According to an American journal,quoted in the ‘Harbinger
of Light,’ Commander Peary’s report that there is no land at
the North Pole should cause some consternation among Theosophists. For at the North Pole should be found the ‘ Im
perishable Sacred Land’ on which ‘the Pole Star has its
watchful eye, from the dawn to the close of twilight of a day
of Brahma.’ Many years ago Madame Blavatsky was told by
her teachers that land existed at ‘ the top of the world.’ In
‘ The Secret Doctrine ’ it is said that ‘ the continent which
capped over the whole North Pole like one unbroken crust
remains so to this day.’ Mrs. Besant, in her turn, has referred
to ‘ seven great promontories of land at the Pole,’ with Mount
Mcru as their centre, and to the Imperishable Sacred Land
in the Polar region. It is ever the case that, as geographical
discoveries extend, the romantic features with which fancy
has peopled the unknown spaces inevitably disappear. The
‘ men whose heads do grow beneath their shoulders,’ and the
strange monsters figured in the mediaeval map of the world
which hangs in Hereford Cathedral, have given place to races
of ordinary men, with here and there a few pygmies. Tibet
has been visited, and Mahatmas are found to be conspicuous
by their absence. Now, at the North Pole, no trace has been
discovered of the ‘ Imperishable Sacred Land.’ Perhaps it
has perished !
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SPIRITUALISM IN THE FAMILY CIRCLE.
The stronghold of Spiritualism is the home circle. It is
there that the most convincing, satisfactory and instructive
communications are received from the other side. As Arch
deacon Wilberforce said at the Church Congress nearly thirty
years ago:—
No real or alleged exposures of simulated mediumship, or
manifest self-seeking on the part of mediums, have any per
manent effect in arresting its progress ; for its real strength
does not lie in the claims or powers of professional mediums,
or in advocacy by means of the Press or the lecture room, but
in the thousands of private homes in which one or more of the
family has mediumistic power.

This is equally true to-day : but, in the very nature of the
case, these home circles are private, and the manifestations are
generally so personal and intimate that they are seldom
reported in the Press. Most persons shrink from publicity
and regard the messages from their departed loved ones as too
sacred to be shared with others, and very much that would be
consolatory and helpful is thus lost to the world.
We have been privileged to see an index to the contents of
some private records of communications received by the mem
bers of a family of earnest Spiritualists, and the mere titles of
the subjects dealt with clearly indicate their interesting and
helpful character. We will mention some of these by way of
illustration :—
All Lif# one—development of a sense of this relation ; im
portance of minor things in life and conduct; scenes and
conditions existing in the spiritual spheres ; difficulty of the
perception of physical objects by spirits ; how the earth-life
appears in retrospect; flowers on earth and in the spirit-land ;
how the incarnated can still benefit the discarnated ; falsity
of earth valuations; mental and spiritual healing ; heaven
attainable in the hearts of men whilst still on earth ; prayer ;
the work of guardian spirits; the mission of beauty ; death
the birthday into life ; state of the earth-bound ; on loving
the unlovely ; the work of guardian spirits ; on welcoming
the sorrows of life; the duty of cheerfulness ; animals in the
spheres ; beauties and joys of the summer-land ; visits to
other worlds ; the outcome of the experiences of life ; on the
meeting of new-comers after the earthly transition ; progress
of the soul through love and service ; changes of personal
appearance produced by spiritual growth in the spheres ; the
effects of dogmatic teaching; education of children; advan
tages of possessing a knowledge of Spiritualism ; ‘ Love,’ the
heart of all things; and the certainty of final perfection
for all.
In addition to the index from which we have quoted, our
kind contributor Bends us a communication, respecting which
he says :—
The following message from my wife, which illustrates the
differing (Klints of view through which our earthly misfortunes
appear to those who are able to view them from the standpoint
of the spiritual position to which they have attained, was sent
to me by a married daughter who resides in the neighbourhood
of Birmingham, in September, 1909. A fortnight previously I
had had the misfortune to fall and break my leg whilst descend
ing a mountain in Wales, and was then lying a prisoner in lodg
ings, where I was detained for a couple of months.
‘ My Dear Oxb,—1 send my dear love and greeting to you
in this time of trial—of trial to strength and nerve and
patience, a test of philosophy and a training to the spirit. For
although my heart is sore when my dear ones are in pain or
difficulty, it is not with the soreness of earth. There one is
apt to see all the seamy side of the event; here we are also
conscious of the thread of gold running through each design.
So that I know I can say to you, be of good cheer and feel
that this time of weariness and pain is not wasted time if it
brings in its train those gifts of a richer spiritual life that do
attend on all such hours if lived in the light of knowledge—
the knowledge that tells us of the use and wisdom of
pain or difficulty; that helps us to realise what guerdons
may be brought back from the dark times of earth. Guerdons
of courage, sympathy and serenity, the realisation that one is
master of one's spiritual fate, even if the physical must to some
extent be outside our conquest.
‘ My dear girl here [the medium] thinks that you have
little to learn—but when shall any of us say that we are
ixut learning from the simplest lesson in the book of experi
ence 1 Every hour is a rung in life's ladder, whereby we may
ascend or descend.
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Just how we live the hour of small things, just in that spirit
shall we meet the bigger events. And as long as spirit is
incarnated, so long will the constant tests come to develop and
ennoble the spirit within. When that development is over, and
only then, will the spirit burn its way through the folds of body
and soul and be reabsorbed into the source of ail life. So that
we may be of good cheer when misfortunes befall us and look
on each as an aid to a fuller spiritual life.’

‘COINCIDENCES.’

The * Occult Review ’ calls attention to various curious
‘ coincidences ’—whether due to blind chance or to far-seeing
law is the question—which have arisen in connection with the
decease of King Edward and national events in general. Many
of them are of an astrological nature, and the Editor thinks
that ‘ in an age in which the phenomena of telepathy and
Spiritualism are claiming the notice of the scientific world
the relation between certain signs of the zodiac and certain
countries must soon compel scientific attention by the dramatic
character of the evidence producible in its favour, and the fact
that every year brings with it its tale of confirmatory event«.’
Saturn and Mars appear to be the great mischief-maker«;
their conjunction bodes disaster to the country represented by
the sign in which it occurs. ‘ The entry of Saturn into Russia’«
sign was immediately followed by very strained relations with
Japan, war breaking out after the first conjunction of Saturn
and Mars in Aquarius, the second conjunction being
followed by the massacre of Moscow.’ The deaths of the
Kings of Portugal and of England followed conjunctions of
Mars and Saturn in the signs representing the respective
countries. Saturn is now passing into Taurus, representing
Ireland, and it was during Saturn’s presence in that Bign, and
on the day of a triple conjunction, that the Phoenix Park
murders took place.
The old adage or prediction noted on p. 236 of ‘ Light’
with regard to Good Friday falling on Lady Day, is also
recalled, as well as a statement published in the ‘Globe’ that
one of the great monoliths at Stonehenge fell down shortly
before the death of Queen Victoria. The same paper also
speaks of certain ‘ woe-waters ’ in Yorkshire, especially of a
stream which comes into existence without apparent cause,
and is held to be a harbinger of misfortune. A triple coinci
dence is connected with the colliery at which the disastrous
explosion took place within a week of King Edward’s death :
it was first worked on the day on which the King was born,
and it took fire in the year of his marriage. Another great
colliery disaster followed on the death of the Prince Consort.
Finally, a resident at Walthamstow is said to have been born
and married, and to have died, on the same day as King
Edward. A similar coincidence has often been related between
events in the life of George III. and of an ironmonger in this
parish of St. Martin’s-in-the-Fields.

Faculties of the Blind.—Miss Anna J. Chapin, known
to our readers as ‘the blind medium,’ has written a little
book entitled ‘ Blind Deaf-mutes as Psychics,’ which will be
welcomed by all who are interested in the problem of the use
of psychic senses instead of the normal ones. Miss Chapin
was educated, along with Laura Bridgman, by Dr.8. G. Howe,
the husband of Mrs. Julia Ward Howe, and she gives several
instances of Dr. Howe’s varied success with different blind
pupils. One of the most interesting chapters is on ‘ how the
blind see,’ describing the ‘ facial perception,’ by which the
nerves of the face appear to feel the presence of any fair-sized
object within a distance of a few feet. Discussing the fre
quency of clairvoyance among the blind, Miss Chapin begins
by saying that among Spiritualists it is generally believed
that all blind people are clairvoyant (we should not have ven
tured to say this ; some time ago we raised the point, and
asked for evidence bearing upon it), and she goes on to give
some interesting experiences with regard to the development
of her own clairvoyance. We may add that the book was
typed for the press by Miss Chapin herself, that Miss Bates
has written an introduction to it, and that it can be obtained
from the office of ‘ Light,’ price Is. Id. post free.
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THE CASE OF MR. CHARLES BAILEY.

The case of Mr. Charles Bailey is still puzzling everybody,
for everybody who has experimented seems convinced that he
is a genuine medium, and yet those who were at Grenoble
bave no doubt that he was fraudulent in a very foolish way
there. It is the old story : a genuine medium on Monday,
puzzling every one ; and ‘ a fraud ’ on Tuesday, taking in no
one. Bailey, in a letter to a Melbourne resident, denies that
he ever saw the man who declared that be had sold birds to
bin., but Mr. Stanford, with whom we deeply sympathise, now
admits that he ‘always recognised the weakness of Bailey,’
whom he regarded simply as ‘ a tool ’ he had to work with, and,
unfortunately, an unreliable tool at times ; and yet the evi
dences of mediumship are, he maintains, overwhelming.
Mr. Stanford makes one curious and perhaps helpful
remark, when he says that he has long known that objects
with which Bailey came into magnetic contact outside could
more readily pass through matter and be rematerialised in the
seance room. Is it possible that Bailey was ‘ used ’ (possibly
unconsciously) to come into contact with the birds said to have
been bought by him ? This is the merest guess, but such
things on similar lines have happened ; and this subject of
‘fraud’ assuredly has complexities quite unimaginable by
the inexperienced.
Mrs. Bright, writing in her ‘Harbinger of Light,’ gives an
indication of apports which seem convincing enough :—
Many of the birds at Mr. Stanford’s circles have been
brought in the light, some humming birds were of so delicate
a nature that after having been brought within a closed glass
cage provided by Mr. Stanford, as requested, and shown to
the sitters, they were immediately taken away by unseen forces,
and almost in view of the sitters. These birds could not
live in this climate, nor have suitable food, and were, at Mr.
Stanford’s request, taken away. On one occasion a brown
snake, about two and a half feet long, was found coiled round
the medium’s arm, he holding the reptile by the neck. It was
a formidable-looking ‘ apport,’ and at Mr. Stanford’s request
it was taken away for fear of accident. Instructions were
thereupon given for a cloth to be placed over it, and in view
of all present, and in the light, it disappeared at once. Apart
from the large pieces of tapestry, the Mandarin’s dress, tiger
skin, skull, fishing net (fifteen feet long), and other apports
impossible to be concealed—the growing of plants is a feature
whose genuineness has been attested over and over again.
One of the latest plants grown was an Indian myrtle, which,
in twenty minutes after the seed had been planted by one of
the sitters, grew sixteen inches. These are not, however,
magic plants ; some that have been started in the circle are
now flourishing in Mr. Stanford's garden, a loquat tree being
now fully ten feet high. When Professor Keichel was in Mel
bourne a mango plant was grown from a seed under his own
strict supervision. He marked the seed with his initials, and
placed it himself in the flower-pot. After a few minutes the
basket with which it was covered was removed, and it was
found that several leaves bad already shown themselves above
the soil. Professor Reichel took up the plant, and found also
a cluster of small roots from the seed. This he carefully
examined under the lamp which had illumined the séance
room during the proceeding, and found the mark he had put
on before planting it. So many tests have been given, and
there is such overwhelming evidence of the genuineness of the
phenomena, that it has becomeamore manifest duty than everto
proclaim far and wide our undiminished confidence in the same.
A ‘ Pitman ’ Treat.—It is becoming more and more
recognised that it is a part of the duty, as well as to the
ipterest, of business firms, to make provision for the comfort
and happiness of their employees. The Pitman Health Food
Company, of Birmingham, have realised theirduty in this respect,
and send us interesting particulars of the annual outing of
their staff and workers, to a beautiful spot in the Avon Valley,
when a sumptuous repast was provided, mainly consisting of
fruits and the products of the firm, made up in various
appetising forms. Dr. George Black recently addressed the
employees at the Pitman factory, upholding the nobility and
high importance of the work in which they were engaged, as
having important bearings on health and happiness and the
well-being of the human body, the tabernacle or dwelling
place of the most priceless thing in the world, the soul of man.
He said that pure and wholesome articles of diet bad an
influence that was Bimply incalculable, and was destined in
the future to effect great revolutionary changes—to make the
world better, and brighter, and purer.
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Mr. James B. Tetlow has written an interesting account
of mediumship as illustrated by his own experience, and sug
gests that if mediums would relate their own sensations, feel
ings, and impressions, much valuable knowledge might be
gained as to the nature of what is perhaps rather vaguely
known as ‘ mediumship.’ Mr. Tetlow is one of those numerous
sensitives whose intellectual faculties have been mainly devel
oped by the spirit people, and we think that this form of edu
cation may take place in three ways, or stages. If a sensitive
is amenable to spirit control, the ideas uttered through him
gradually train his brain to receptivity ; many of these ideas
also find permanent lodgment or are directly suggested to
him, and he is influenced to train himself by external means
such as reading and study. Though the ‘college trained man’
does not, as Mr. Tetlow seems to think, depend mainly on his
powers of memorising text-books, there is much to be said as
to the difference between an imposed course of reading and the
inward growth that arises from the desire to be informed
about various questions that arise. When books are read and
‘ passed through the kaleidoscope of the imagination and in
tuition, or re-arranged by the glowing fire of intuition,’
then we may ‘have a picture which glows and lives,
and makes others glow and live also.’
Such learning
comes by ‘ the intuitive power of the spirit,’ and those
who educate themselves in this manner often do so, we
believe, under the directing influence of those in the spirit
world, who are thus fitting their instrument to be a more
responsive channel for their messages to their fellows on
earth.
Mr. Tetlow discusses the nature and effects of mediumship
under several heads. He says that there are three degrees in
which a medium may be affected by spirit people ; he may be
impressed, influenced or controlled. Impression is an impulse
affecting the mental states, or bringing new concepts or
information into the mind. Influence is ‘ a dominating power
acting on the psychic life of the individual,’ affecting his
actions and moods. Control supersedes the normal conscious
ness and an extraneous personality takes possession of the
psychic and mental states for the purpose of exhibiting his
individuality in various ways.
The solution of the problem of mediumship is to be found
‘ more in plasticity or receptivity of psychic states than in
sensitiveness of nerve organisation.’ A person may be ner
vously sensitive, but not psychically impressionable. Certain
physical characteristics are given by which, it is said, a
medium may be recognised, but we are not sure that they
would enable us to pick the mediums out of a mixed crowd.
Stress is laid on concentration, of which the author gives a
fair working description, as the withdrawal of the conscious
ness from the surroundings and the fixing of it on the mental
states : ‘learning to put the mind in the attitude of waiting
for a reply to an imaginary question, or asking some mental
question and waiting to see what answer will spring up in the

mind.’
Many other questions are shrewdly and keenly discussed,
among them the often mooted one of undesirable influence;
but we must not spoil the book for the reader, whom it will
well repay for careful study. It can be had for 7d. post free
from the author, at 327, Lower Brough ton-road, Manchester.

Transition.—On June -Itb, Winifred Victoria Miles, the
beloved sister of Mrs. J. J. Herbert, of ‘Montague,’ Durleyroad, Bournemouth, passed to spirit life.
For a Poor Family.—Mrs. Andre, of ‘Rosemount,’ Frittenden, Kent, acknowledges receipt of postal order for 20s. from
*M. R.,’ London, and articles of clothing from V. G. Grandon,
with thanks to the donors.
Wk have received a copy of an acrostic on the death of
King Edward VII. of more than average merit, which we learn
was ‘dictated letter by letter by a friend who long ago passed
“the mystic veil,” by means of the tapping oscillations on a com
mon table u]>on which were placed the hands of four ladies
(one entranced) at a private seance held at Normanton, York
shire, May 19th, 1910.’ This acrostic can be seen at the office
of ‘ Light,’
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Allowing for the peculiarities of astrological diction, there
is a great deal of truth in the contention of a writer in ‘ Modern
Astrology,’ for June, who describes the temperament and cha
racteristics associated with the sign Virgo. We are told that
* the high function of Virgo is to act as a vehicle for new life.’
Among writers who have the sun in Virgo, and who seem to
have brought new life into literature, are Goethe, Oliver Wen
dell Holmes, Maurice Maeterlinck, * Fiona Macleod,’ and tbe
author of ‘ The New Word ’ (Mr. Allen Upward). Concerning
this work and its author, the writer says :—
There has recently been published a most astonishing and,
I believe, epoch-making book entitled ‘The New Word.’ It
is a revelation of what I believe to be the true inner spirit of
Virgo. The ‘ new word ’ is the word * Idealist,’ and the
author devotes his book to an investigation of the meaning of
this word as used in the will of the late Alfred Bernhard
Nobel, maker of dynamite.
I must not stay to praise this book, the like of which for
breadth of view, insight, humour, wit, and literary charm I
have never read, but will state in my own words the author’s
conclusions. An vlealint is defined to be one who adds to
the hope of mankind. The Virgo, then, I make bold to say,
is an Idealiitt. It is true that, as the author of the above work
has confessed of himself, he is an idealist in spite of himself.
That is the beauty of it! The divine life is fighting its own
power of resistance, and forcing down materialism with
weapons forged by materialism.
The Idealist is one who adds to the hope of mankind.
The materialist is one who takes it away.
We may claim, then, that a Spiritualist is one who, by
working out, not only in theory, but in the daily practice of
life, a great Ideal, is adding to the hope of mankind, and
therefore to what makes life on earth worth living ; and he
is daily and hourly engaged in fighting the materialist, who
represents hopelessness, pessimism, the negation of all joy,
the fosterer of intellectual and moral despair. If, moreover,
as this writer claims, tbe virtue of Virgo is Sympathy, and
Kpirituul sympathy is rare, all tbe more need to let Sympathy
go along with our Idealism—for there is no sympathy in
materialism 1

THE REAL SELF.
Dr. K. C. Anderson, in bis address to the Liberal Christian
League, reported in the ‘Christian Commonwealth ’ for June
1st, said :—
The real self is a ray of Divine Light, a spark of the
Divine Fire. It contains witbin it all potentialities. It is
encased, so to speak, in sheath after sheath, which prevents its
full expression. The great end of life’s discipline is that this
Inner Light may shine through the enveloping medium of the
personal selves, that tbe consciousness may pass from lower
planes to higher, and that the true self may be brought into
realisation. True religion is the soul’s increasing desire to
realise tbe highest unity with its source, aspiration in every
direction. And the height of spiritual experience is to know
and feel the real, the true, and the perfect in every realm of
existence. It is to enter the inner sanctuary, the sacred
chamber of tbe soul, the beautiful world of peace and joy, the
inner realm where all is well, that secret place where dwells
the soul serene. It is the fulfilment of all tbe hopes of human
life, tbe healing of all ills, tbe attainment of the peace that
Irtuwu th understanding, the joy unspeakable and full of glory,
and light, wisdom, and power without end. It is to find the
answer to every prayer, the long-sought fulfilment of every
heart’s desire. It is the attainment of Christbood. the finding
of the universal self, which is our real self. This, I believe, is
the destiny of humanity, the destiny and duty of every
individual. . .
Deep within us is the infinite Self, and when we come into
touch with it, by and through a deeper and fuller conscious
ness, we recognise it as our true self, more real than our
surface ¡lenonal self. Tbe finite which toils and suffers is to
pass beyond tbe consciousness of its own finite nature into
that of the infinite, but with no loss of tbe sense of selfness.
The personal self is an illusion, even tbe individual self is but
an aspeet of tbe Infinite Self. Yet our self is immortal and
eternal. Whatever changes take place are only changes in
form. Tbe substance—the spirit—remains, and knows itself as
the changeless One.
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A CURIOUS VISION EXPERIENCE.
The following is an extract from a letter from a private
correspondent:—
About six weeks ago I had one of my visions. I saw my
friend's son’s Bhip—be is engineer—and I knew there wm
mutiny on board (one face stood out distinctly, a man with
sallow complexion, dark hair, and frantic eyes) ; just as it
faded I thought of him and wondered if he was hurt, and for
a moment I seemed to feel him bolding bis band to bis arm
I did not say anything about it till evening, and then I told
my friend, saying I did so just on the possibility of its being
true. On Saturday a letter arrived from South America
telling of a mutiny, when the officers had to do their own
greasing, <fcc., and go about with revolvers and orders to shoot
any of the crew who mutinied. We had never thought of such
a possibility, so it was strange unless it was a vision. He says
nothing of being hurt, and I think be would have done had
there been cause : but I had started to think when I wondered
about his safety, and as I had neuralgia in my arm at the lime
I suppose that asserted itself—showing, if so, how mistakes
arise. Perhaps he was writing at the time, and the thoughts
in his letter came quicker than the sheet of paper.

We have asked our correspondent whether the surmise as to
injury can be verified, but the remarks as to the way in which
one’s own thoughts and feelings can become mingled with
psychic perceptions are very pertinent, and should be borne in

mind.

SPIRITUAL

HEALING AND SURVIVAL.

Bishop Samuel Fallows, D.D., L.L.D., of tbe Reformed
Episcopal Church, Chicago, whose recent utterances on * Im
mortalism ’ were reported in ‘ Light,’ has written the follow
ing letter to Mrs. Northesk Wilson and Mr. Hugo Ames, who
are now on tour in tbe Western States :—
I hasten to reply to your esteemed letter.
The so-called Emmanuel movement is the one with which I
am identified. It brings directly to the individual the heal
ing powers of mind and soul as well as those the physician
gives through skill and medicine. My sermon on Imtnortalism was an effort to call the attention of the Church and
people in general to the Scriptural teachings of the survival
of the personality of those who go from us, and of their con
tinued interest in the friends left behind them and in the
world to which they formerly belonged. You have my best
wishes for success in all your efforts for the deeply spiritual
welfare of the people.—Very sincerely yours,

Samuel Fallows.
Mrs. Northesk Wilson, writing from Boise City, Idaho,
says that that large city is * so absolutely afraid of Spiritualism
or occult literature that to open a centre there has been a
triumph organised by our spirit friends.’

JOTTINGS.
What is called ‘ New Thought ’ is not particularly new.
The only new thing about it is tbe emphasis. Tbe late Rev.
Henry Ward Beecher was an advocate of the recognition of
the value of the right mental attitude. He said : ‘ A man’s
house should be on the hill-top of cheerfulness and serenity,
so high that no shadows rest upon it, and where the morning
comes so early, and tbe evening tarries so late, that the day
has twice as many golden hours as those of other men. He
is to be pitied whose house is in some valley of grief between
tbe hills with tbe longest night and the shortest day. Home
should be tbe centre of joy.'
The following shrewd observations by tbe Editor of ‘The
Hindu Spiritual Magazine' are worth remembering. He
says : ‘ There are, say, a thousand men who have testified to
the truth of spirit communication and written books on tbe
subject : this is positive testimony which cannot be rebutted
by any amount of negative testimony. There are, perhaps,
a few who doubt that the facta observed are supernormal, but
their number is infinitesimal. The majority of non-believers
oppose this overwhelming positive testimony by voting the
believers to be bad or dishonest observers. But what right
has a sceptic to claim superiority over a lieliever 1 ’ As a
rule, tbe * believer ’ was aforetime a sceptic, but was beaten
by the facts—when he had investigated.
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Dr. Paul CaruH is a great believer in bold and fearlem
inquiry in the search for truth, and this is so because he has
invincible faith in truth, and that the knowledge of it is
helpful, lie says : 1 At present we can only give encourage
*
nient not to shrink from investigation, but to inquire boldly
into the basic problem of human existence, of moral ideals and
of religious aspirations. Never fear truth, be it at first sight
ever so alarming ; truth will always lead to higher planes, to
grander views, to nobler deeds.’

For many years the South and West of England seemed to
be a closed territory to organised Spiritualism, save for the
outpost societies at Plymouth, which were mainly due to the
work of the Rev. Charles Ware and Mr. E W Wallis, who
visited Devonport and Plymouth when on his way to lecture
at Falmouth thirty years ago. It is therefore encouraging
to find that to day there are nearly twenty centres of active
Spiritualistic effort in these districts, and that the sturdy
North of England is not now left to fight the battle alone.
It is rather curious, however, that most of the Spiritualist
societies South and West of London are to be found at
popular watering places, viz. : Brighton, Southampton,South
sea, Portsmouth, Bournemouth, Plymouth, and, we rnay per
haps add. Southend on the east, and Cardiff and B irry in South
Wales ; Exeter (one of the few cathedral cities where Spirit
ualism has gained a foothold until within recent years;, Bristol
and Reading being the only places that are not seaside
resorts. In all probability the reason for this state of things
is that the population at these centres is recruited from the
larger towns of both the North and the South, and the people
are more independent than those in the country places can
afford to be.
______
The Bournemouth Spiritualist Society has grown steadily
during its comparatively short existence, and recently, having
acquired full control over the premises where the Sunday
meetings were held, the local friends have had the ball taste
fully decorated and comfortably furnished, and are able to
use it more fully than formerly for the purposes of their
society. Dr. A. R. Wallace is the honorary president. The
genial acting president, Mr. Blake, and Mr. J. Walker, both
good mediums and clairvoyants, are earnest workers, and are
well supported by a growing band of sympathetic Spiritualists
and inquirers.
There are several centres of Spiritualist activity at Ports
mouth, notably the Temple Society, Victoria-road, of which Mr.
Hector Lacey, a good speaker and clairvoyant, is the working
president. This society has its own hall.and is doing a successful
work for the dissemination of spiritual truth. At Exeter there
are two societies,and with efficient local mediums,Mrs. Grainger
and Mrs. Letheren being able to give convincing clairvoyant
descriptions. At Reading, Mr. Percy R. Street, the resident
speaker, is building up a strong society and doing successful
work in other ways ; and at Bristol, after several abortive
efforts during past years, it seems as though Spiritualism bari
secured a firm footing and would have a permanent borne.

At Southend-on-Sea there are two vigorous organisation«,
both having central rooms. The original society holds its
Sunday services in a commodious hall in Milton-street, while
the younger body meets in Séance Hall, Broadway, and Spirit
ualist visitors to the town during the summer months would
do well to support the workers at these places. There is only
one society at Southampton, at which earnest workers are
keeping the light burning in the Victoria Rooms, Portland
place, and at Southsea meetings are held in the Lesser Victoria
Hall. At present there are no societies at Dover, Folkestone,
Hastings, or Eastbourne, but doubtless there will be in due
season.
______
A South African correspondent wishes to know if spirit
people visit other planets, and if so why no reliable infor
mation has ever been given regarding them. Various com
munications about Mars and its inhabitants, and about other
‘heavenly bodies’ have been published, but it is impossible
to prove that the statements made are correct. Our corre
spondent asks the old questions whether animals have souls
that are eternal individualities, and if no at what stage or
grade of being does individual spirit-life begin. We recom
mend him to read Mr. Fournier d’Albe's address, which was
given in recent issues of ‘ Light.' We cannot conceive any
possible use in spheres of eternal cats and dogs, spiders and
mice, rata and rabbits, 4c. fl urn in intelligent consciousness
may continue to unfold indefinitely and eternally—but for a
dog to remain a dog for ever would be a waste of spirit.
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Mr. W. Marriott states that on receiving a copy of the
‘ Strand Magazine ’ he wrote to Sir Hiram Maxim with refer
ence to his article therein—to which article we made reference
last week, page 2H2, and arrangements arc now U.-ing made
for Mr. Marriott to attempt to satisfy Sir Hiram that he can
duplicate the performances of Mr. Fay—we presume under
exactly the same conditions as those recorded by Sir Hiram.
Mr. Marriott asks if any readers of ‘Light’ will accept invi
*
tation
to form members of the committee. The performance,
he says, will take place in public, ‘ but the secret will only lie
disclosed to Sir Hiram in confidence.’
More spiritual conceptions of Deity are gradually canning
to the front, often as a direct result of spirit teaching. Mrs.
Annie Bright, writing in ‘The Harbinger of Light,’say
*
:
‘ Whether the great central Source of love and light i* called
Jehovah, or any other name, does not matter : the great
fact that the world will have to learn is, tliat all spiritual growth
comes from drawing on that unfailing reservoir.
In the
rn'ist remarkable manner eminent writers are hading the way
of science also to this goal, fMr disdainful rejection of abigman God—an anthropomorphic deity—is giving way to an
appreciation of a central force in the Universe, which, without
a body such as our finite ideas clothed this force in in primitive
days, still is personal in the sense of responding to the spirit
of man, as the spirit of an earthly parent responds to the
appeal of his child. As Schiller says, “ The potter is justified
when the pot
*
complain," so we may be sure that this love
principle throughout the Universe is a responsive force.’

Mrs. Bright also says : ‘After thirty years’ investigation
and earnest study of the ethics and philosophy of Spiritualism,
1 can say that it has brought a conception of the Universe so
sou)-satisfying, so full of potencies for still further develop
ments, that I feel like a child, as Sir Isaac Newton said, on
the Beashore picking up fragments from the great ocean of
truth surging at my feet. By a natural spiritual development
I have been led to what may be called telephonic touch with
the spheres. For many year
*
it has not ls»en belief merely,
but a knowledge of the spiritual universe and the life beyond
that has permeated my every thought and endeavour. Some
times it seems as if the word .Spiritualist does not convey all
that this knowledge has given me. But, as Dr. Alfred llnuel
Wallace said when asked by an interviewer if he were not
interested in occult studies, “ What is the matter with the word
Spiritualism 1 ” So, as I owe my present standpoint, which I
would not barter for any worldly possession, to my work along
these lines, I must try to raise the meaning of that muchabused name, not surrender it.’ To all of this we say ‘ Amen.’

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR.
The Editor it not retponiMe for the opinion» ezpreued by
correipondente, and lonetimei puhliehei what he doei not
agree with for the purj>ote of presenting views which mny
elicit discussion.
Transcorporcal Activity.

Sib,—I am asked to record this experience of a few days
ago. Being in a run-down condition, physically, I wended my
way to Kensington Gardens to sit under the May trees for
rest and refreshment. After an hour or two thus, I returned,
partaking of a light lunch en route. With a pleasant feeling
of fatigue I lay down on my couch. My next consciousness
was of being in the presence of three beautiful beings—women,
but women glorified, that is, bereft of feminine frailties, such
as jealousy and petty spite. One of them bore a resemblance
to a sister who passed away years ago—an advanced soul not
in tune with her environment, therefore perhaps called away.
My attention, however, was divided—everything around me
was so beautiful and so strange. What struck me mostly was
the cloud-like substance beneath us that reflected, as the
camera obscura might, what was apparently going on, not
around, but beneath it—on this earth, in fact. So vivid was
the rendering that I could recognise the different countries
and nationalities, struggling, fighting the battle of life, on
this plane. It was all so wonderful. The book of life seemed
open before me; I had but to read, and turning from my
gracious welcomers, I eagerly sought to quench my thirst for
knowledge. Not far had I proceeded when a distant knocking
informed me that I must return. I hod to. This feeling impelled
me. The magic carpet of the old fairy tale may have some
truth in it, for the idea conveyed me, brought me back to my
room and couch. Here was my body, warm, though the heart
beat slowly and faintly. This was the portal by which I was
to enter and re-take iKutsession. Now the sensation of doing
was unlike anything I have ever experienced, never having
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fainted in my life. It was not easy ; three or four attempts
were made ere, with a flutter of the heart and a rushing of
blood in the veins throughout the body, I felt myself all over.
Then my eyes re-opened on the familiar scene, and the first
question asked of myself was, ‘ Why did I come back ?’ Oh,
the knocking, somebody at the door. But at the door was no
one. The knocking presumably was the rattling of the open
window. What might have happened but for that ? Accord
ing to the clock I had been ‘ away ’ some three-quarters of an
hour. Where 1 To me that question is easily answered.
The difficulty—and the trouble of it—was the getting back.
Such experiences do more to prove the existence of the im
perishable than sermons by the yard. I enclose my card.—
Yours, <fcc.,
C. C. O.

From Sphere to Sphere.
Sib,—It may interest some of the readers of ‘ Licht ’ to
know that since I have been in constant communication with
my son in the spirit world (a period of about six years), there
have been two occasions when he has told me that for a time
be should cease writing through my hand, as he was destined
to experience what, for the want of a better word, I must
term the ‘ death,’ or rather ‘ sleep ’ of the spirit during its
transition to a higher sphere of existence. In a recent message
be said : * I am allowed to tell you that I am going to be taken
to a higher sphere soon, and I shall not be able to be with you
for a little while. I shall be taken away while I am resting,
and shall not be conscious of being moved until I wake up.
You will be well taken care of while I am away from you. I
do not know when I shall be taken, but it will be soon, as I
feel I want to advance, and when that feeling comes, it is a
sure sign I am going to a higher sphere, where I shall have a
more beautiful home.’ It is evident from this that the
departed do progress from state to state, or to higher planes
in the beyond.
J- W.
A Strange Dream.
Sir,—Will any of your readers who are interpreters of
dreams kindly explain the meaning of a curious one I had
lately 1
I dreamed that I was riding on a favourite young mare,
bred by myself, which I used to ride constantly when I was
ranching in Canada about twenty years ago, being quite
conscious that it was this particular mare in the curious way
one does in dreaming, lying on her bare back face upwards
with my bead upon her neck and feet over her tail, in the
position in which Mazeppa is usually represented as tied on a
horse, but without anything to keep me in position ; and yet
I felt quite safe and comfortable and without the slightest
fear of slipping off.
We travelled thus for some distance, part of the way along
a city street, although I had never ridden this mare except on
the open prairie, there being no town, or village even, within
thirty miles.—Yours, <fcc.,
A. K. Venning.
Los Angeles, Cal., U.S.A.
A Prompt Recognition.
Sib,—On Thursday, June 2nd, a member of the Handsworth Society of Spiritualists saw a decrepit old man, scarcely
able to walk. He recognised him as a person that he had
known for years, who told him that he had been laid by for
six weeks with a severe illness, and was then trying to go
back to bis occupation, that of liftman. The gentleman gave
the old man his arm and helped him to the place he was going
to, but the firm, seeing his feeble condition, would not consent
to bis resuming work. The old man cried bitterly and felt
that he had lost hiB situation and slender means of support.
My friend, feeling sorry for him, gave him some money and put
him in the way of reaching his home.
The same evening my friend visited our society, and during
the evening Mrs. Taylor, of Walsall, gave bim a true descrip
tion of the old man clairvoyantly seen standing at his side
with his hand upon his shoulder. This was between 8.30 and
9.30. In the morning my friend received a message stating that
between 8.45 and 9 on the previous evening the old liftman
had passed on, and no doubt feeling thankful for the kindness
of my friend his first thoughts in the realm of spirit were to
seek him and thank him still further, hence the description.
My friend and Mrs. Taylor had never met nor held converse
before.
This to my mind is a splendid illustration of the continuity
of life and mental activity of the real entity immediately on
waking from the dreamlike sleep of so-called death.—Yours,
kc.
Frederick London,
The Handsworth Society of
President.
Spiritualists, Birmingham.
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SOCIETY WORK.
Marylebone Spiritualist Association, 51, Mortimerstreet, W. — Cavendish Rooms.— On Sunday last Miss
McCreadie gave successful clairvoyant descriptions and helpful
spirit messages. Mr. A. J. Watts presided.—Percy Hull.—
On the 6th inst. Mrs. Mary Davies gave excellent clairvoyant
descriptions. Sunday next, see advt.—D. N.
Spiritual Mission : SS, Prince’s-street, If.—On Sunday
evening last Mrs. Fairclough Smith gave a powerful address
on ‘ Comfort ye my People.’—67, George-street, Raker-street, If.
—On Sunday morning last Mr. Percy Beard gave a helpful ad
dress on ‘Showers of Blessing.’ On Wednesday Mrs. Fairclough
Smith answered questions. Sunday next, see advt.
Croydon.—Small Public Hall, George-btreet.—On
Sunday last Mr. Henley, of Manchester, gave an address.
Sunday next, at 7 p.m., Mrs. M. Davies, address and clair
voyant descriptions.
Stratford.—Workmen’s Hall, 27, Rom ford-road, E.—
On Sunday last Mrs. E. Neville gave an address on ‘The
Necessity for a Pure Life,’ and psychometrical readings.
Sunday next, Mr. J. G. Nicholson, address.—W. H.S.
Clapham.—Richmond-place, New-road, Wandsworthroad.—On Sunday last Mr. Simpson gave an address on
‘Historic Christianity.’ Sunday next, at 4 45 p.m., anni
versary tea ; sixpence each. At 7 p.m., Mrs. Imison (Nurse
Graham), clairvoyante.— C. C.
Brixton.—84, Stockwell Park-road.—On Sunday last
Mrs. Harvey gave a beautiful address and clairvoyant and
auric readings. Sunday next, Mr. and Mrs. Webb. June 26th,
Mr. G. R Symons. July 2nd and 3rd, Mr. Punter, of Luton.
September 22nd—24th, Sale of Work.—A. B.
Hackney.—240a, Amhurst-road, N.—On Sunday last
Mrs. Effie Bathe’s subject was ‘ The Occult Power of Prayer,'
illustrated by original paintings. Sunday next, Mr. and Mrs.
W. F. Smith, address and clairvoyant descriptions. Sunday,
26th, Miss Sainsbury.—N. R.
Kingston-on-Thames.—Assembly Rooms, Hampton
Wick.—On Sunday last Mrs. Boddington gave an address on
‘The New Philosophy’ and clairvoyant descriptions. Miss
Welbelove sang. Sunday next, at 7 p.m., Mr. R. J. H. Abbott
on ‘ Death a Necessity for Progress.’—T. C. W.
Camberwell New-road.—Surrey Masonic Hall.—On
Sunday morning last Mr. W. E. Long spoke on ‘ Healing,’and
in the evening delivered an interesting address on ‘ Angels
and Devils.’ Sunday next, at 11 a.m. and 6.30 p.m., Mr.
W. E. Long.—E. S.
Brixton.—8, Mayall - road.—On Sunday last Mrs.
Maunders gave an address on ‘ Spiritualism and Spirituality.'
Sunday next, at 7 p.m., Mr. D. J. Davis ; at 3.15 p.m.,
Lyceum. Monday, 7.45, ladies’ circle. Tuesday, 8 15, mem
bers’ circle. Thursday, 8.15, public circle.—G. T. W.
Highgate.—Grovedale Hall, Grovedale road.—On
Sunday morning last Mr. J. Abraball gave successful psycho
metric readings. In the evening Mr. G. R. Symons spoke
eloquently on ‘ Worship.’ Sunday next, at 11.15 a.m., Mr. J.
Abraball : at 7 p.m., Madame French, address and clair
voyant descriptions. Wednesday, Mr. W. R. Stebbens.—J. F.
Battersea Park-road.—Henley-street.—On Sunday
last Mr. Sarfas gave an address and good clairvoyant descrip
tions. Our esteemed president, Mr. J. Adams, announced
his coming retirement from London. Sunday next, at 11.30
a.m., public circle ; at 7 p.m., Mr. and Mrs. Roberts. Monday,
8.30, developing circle. Wednesday, 8.30, discussion. Thurs
day, 8.15, public circle. Silver collection.—H. B.
Brighton.—Manchester-street (opposite Aquarium).
—On Sunday last, morning and evening, Mrs. M. H. Wallis
gave excellent addresses, good clairvoyant descriptions, and
answers to questions. Sunday next, at 11.15 a.m. and 7 p.m.,
Mrs. A. Boddington, addresses and clairvoyant descriptions.
Monday, 8, and Wednesday, 3, Mrs. Curry ; Thursday, 8,
public circle.—A. M. M. S.
Peckham.—Lausanne Hall.—On Sunday morning last,
Mr. Huxley ; in the evening Mr. JacksoD, Mr. Stebbens,
and Mr. Graham spoke on ‘Spiritualism,’and Mr. Graham
gave clairvoyant descriptions. On the 9th Miss Edith Ryder
spoke and answered questions. Sunday next, at 11.30 a.m.,
Mr. Drury. At 7 p.m. a well-known worker. 23rd, Miss
Nellie Brown. Sunday, 26th, Anniversary Services.—W.R.S.

Exeter — Marlborough Hall.—On Sunday last Mr
Elvin Frankish spoke on ‘The Feeding of the Five Thousand'
and Mrs. Letheren gave clairvoyant descriptions.—E. F.
Bristol.—12, Jamaica-htreet, Stokes Croft.—On Sun
day last Mr. A. C. Osborne spoke on ‘ Spiritualism : Objec>
pons and Answers.'—II. 0.
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Southsea.—Lerhefi Victoria Hall.—On Sunday mornTHE WRITINGS OF
1 ,
Mitchell gave an address. In the evening Mr.
I. I carces helpful address wan much appreciated.—J. W. M.
Winchester.—Oddfellows’ Hall.—On Sunday last
Mr. Blake gave a fine address and interesting clairvoyant
descriptions.—R. E. F.
Tht Aulhs/riird, Nbirubird Edition
Walthamstow.—182, St. John’s-road.—On Sunday last
Mr. II. B. Marshall spoke on ‘The Tenets of Spiritualism.’
Mrs. Whimp gave convincing clairvoyant descriptions.—J. R.
Reading.—New Hall, Blagrave street.—On Sunday
and Monday last Mr. P. R. Street delivered addresses, and
Mrs. Street gave clairvoyant descriptions.—A. H. C.
Southend-on-Sea.—Milton-street.—On Sunday last,
In Twenty-seven Volumes.
morning and evening, Mr. T. May spoke on ‘Spiritualism, the
Gospel for All ’ and ‘ Spiritualism and its Symbolism.’—V.
Price to all countries, £6 (or the equivalent). Carriage prepaid.
Bristol.—Sussex-place, Ashley-hill.—On Sunday last
the President read a paper on ‘ Hope,’ and Miss Conibear
spoke and gave clairvoyant descriptions and spirit messages.
Lincoln.—Progressive Hall, Coultham-street.—On
They arc uniform with former editions, all
Sunday last Mr. H. H. Broadbent gave good addresses. On
bound in good cloth and in fine style of
Monday local friends spoke.—C. R.
workmanship. These works form a library in
Bournemouth.—Assembly Rooms, Town Hall-avenue.
themselves. They are remarkable from every
—On Sunday last Mr. V. N. Turvey replied to written
questions. On the 9th an address by Mr. G. J. Luckham was
point of view—in the comprehensiveness of
discussed.
their scope, in their penetration and clear
Seven Kings, Ilford.—5,Spencer-road.—On Sunday last
analysis, in their richness of language, and in
Mrs. Bitter spoke on ‘ Why I Believe.’ On June “th Mrs.
Jamrach gave an address on ‘The Spiritualists’ Conception of
the depth of insight to which they conduct
God ’and well-recognised psychometric delineations.—W. M. J.
the reader.
Plymouth.—Oddfellows’ Hall, Morley-street.—On
Sunday last Mr. Stafford gave an address on ‘The Church of
Christ,’ and Mr. Eales gave clairvoyant descriptions. On the
SINGLE Volumes can be supplied to order only at following
8th Mr. Clavis spoke.
prices, post free
Glasgow.—Ebenezer Church, 143, Waterloo-btreet.
—On Sunday last, morning and evening, Mr. Dudley Wright
‘THE HARMONIAL PHILOSOPHY.’
gave intellectual addresses. Mr. John M. Stewart addressed
the Lyceum.—J. C. B.
* Principles of Nature : Her Divine Revelations, and a Voice to
Fulham—Colvey Hall, 25, Fernhurst-road, MunMankind.’ 15s.
step.-road.—On Sunday last Mr. II. Boddington spoke ad
‘
Great
Harmonia: Being a Philosophical Revelation of the
mirably on ‘ The Necessity of Earth Life,’ ‘ Modern Biblical
Natural, Spiritual and Celestial Universe.’ In five volumes.
Research,’ and ‘ Wisdom.’—R. J. H. A.
Southport.—Hawkshead Hall.—On Sunday and Mon
VOL. I. 1 The Physician.’ \
day last addresses were given on ‘The Nature and Value of
VOL. IL ‘The Teacher.’ I
Mediumship’ and ‘Spiritual Evidences,’ also clairvoyant and
VOL. III. ‘TheBeer.’
\ «s fid. each volume
psychometric readings.—V. M. S.
VOL. IV. ‘The Reformer.’ (
Exeter.—Market Hall, Fore-street.—On Sunday
VOL. V. ‘The Thinker.’ )
last Miss Johnson, of Cardiff, gave interesting addresses and
* Magic Btaff : An Autobiography of Andrew Jackson Davis.’ 7s. Cd.
clairvoyant descriptions to large audiences. On the 10th
‘ A 8tellar Key to the Summerland.’ 3s. Cd.
Mr. G. West spoke.—H. L.
Manor Park.—Corner of Shrewsbury and Strone‘Views of Our Heavenly Home.’ 3». fid.
roads, E.—On Sunday last Mr. T. Olman Todd gave an
‘ Arabula; or, The Divine Guest.’ fis. 6d.
excellent address. On the 9th Mrs. Webster gave psycho
‘Approaching Crisis; or, Truth versus Theology.’ 4s. GJ.
metric readings.—C. W. T.
‘Answers to Ever-Recurring Questions from the People.’ 4s. fid.
Southend.—Seance Hall, Broadway.—On Sunday
‘ Children’s Progressive Lyceum.’ 2s. 6d.
morning last Mr. W. Rundle gave an address and clairvoyant
‘ History and Philosophy of Evil.’ 3s. fid.
descriptions ; at 6 30p.ro., Mr. Blackburn spoke on ‘Spiritual
‘ Death and the After-Life.’ 4s.
Gifts,’and gave demonstrations of magnetic healing.—A. J.
Little Ilford.—Corner of Church-road and Third* Harbinger of Health: Containing Medical Prescriptions for
avenue. Manor Park, E.—On Sunday last Mr. Horace Leaf
the Human Body and Mind ’ 6s. fid.
gave an address on ‘Unity’ and clairvoyant descriptions.
‘ Harmonial Man ; or, Thoughts for the Age.’ 3s. fid.
The president named the infant daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
‘Events in the Life of a 8eer (Memoranda).’ 6s. fid.
, Buttling.—M.C. A.
‘The Diakka, and their Earthly Victims.’ 2s. fid.
Southsea.—Abington Hall, Abington-road.—On Sun
‘ Philosophy of Special Providences.’ 2s. fid.
day last Mr. H. J. Nicholls spoke on ‘ Spiritual Growth ’
‘ Free Thoughts Concerning Religion.’ 3s. fid.
aud gave clairvoyant descriptions. On the 9th inst., at a
‘ Penetralia, Containing Harmonial Answers.’ 7s. 6d.
members’ meeting, Mr. Nicholls reviewed the work done in the
society, and reported rapid growth.—R. B. E.
‘ Philosophy of Spiritual Intercourse.’ 5s. fid.
Portsmouth.—Victoria-road, South.—On Sunday
■The Inner Life; or, Spirit Mysteries Explained.’ Gs. Cd.
last, morning and evening, Mr. Hector Lacey gave instructive
‘The Temple; or Diseases of the Brain and Nerves.’ 6s. fid.
addresses on ‘ Spiritual Realisation’ and ‘Simple Spiritualism’
‘
The Fountain: With Jets oi New Meanings.’ 4s. 6-1.
and clairvoyant descriptions. On the 8th inst. he lectured on
‘The Genesis and Ethics of Conjugal Love.’ 3s. fid.
‘ Physiognomy,’ with personal readings.—G. McF.
Birmingham.—30, John-street, Villa Cross, Handsworth.—On Sunday last, morning and evening, MrB. Litt, of
Price, £3 per set, carriage free.
Leicester, spoke on ‘The Efficacy of Prayer’ and ‘Are the
Claims of Modern Spiritualism Justî’ and gave psychic
delineations ; also on Monday. On the 9th Mr. London
Orders should be sent at once to ‘Light’
replied to written questions and gave psychic readings.—L.
Office, and the books will be forwarded
direct from America to the purchaser,
in three or four weeks from date of order.

ANDREW JACKSON DAVIS
‘The Harmonial Philosophy.1

WITCH

STORIES.

Collected by E. LYNN LINTON.

DpaIk

fully with the Witches of England and Scotland.

Cloth, 320 page«. Published at 2h. 6d. New Copies now
offered at 1«. 6d., po«t free. A limited number only for
aale at thia low price.

QFFICE OF ‘LIGHT,’ 110, ST. MARTIN’S LANE. W,C.

Detailed Prospeotus for td. stamp.

TO ORDER ONLY FROM

‘LIGHT’ OFFICE, 110, ST. MARTIN’S LANE, W.C.
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A DEEPLY INTERESTING BOOK
BY THE AUTHOR OF

‘A Wanderer in Spirit Lands.’

‘THE STRANGE STORY OF AHRINZIMAN,’
The

Persian Mystic Emperor.

With a Preface by F. W. Thurstan, M.A.
SOME]

OF

THE

Days of Boyhood—I Enter the Temple—Flight—The
Sorcerer—Shadows of the Future—My Evil Genius—The
Angel of Darkness—The Angel of Light—The Magic Scroll
—Marriage with Zuleika—Queen Artemisia—My Vision in
the Mirror—Gathering of the Storm—The Dark Angels
Help—I am Proclaimed King—The Curtain of Death—
Reaping of the Harvest—The Awakening in the Abyss of
Inferno—The Valley of the Genii—The Downward Path and
the Dark Angel—Teachings on the Dematerialising of
Objects and the Prolongation of Life in Earth Bodies—The
Sea of Passion—Teachings on the Separation of Spiritual
Spheres—The Vengeance Pack of Inferno—How to
Dominate Them—Intelligence Rules in Hell as well as
Heaven—How Astral Spirits affect Humanity—Disease
Poisons—The Plot Unfolded—Suffering for the Sins of a
Mother—Kingdom of the Dark Angel—Doomed to the
Black Pit—How Will Power Saved Me—The Sport of the
Angels of Inferno—The Origin of Dark Angels—Why they
are Beyond Mortal Ken—How Death is Possible even in
Hell—Mansur’s Fate—The Battle—My Fate—The Second
Death—My White Angel—Dawn at Last—I am Visited by a

Two hundred and eighty four pages.

CONTENTS :-

Spirit of the Golden Star—My Guide teaches me the Folly of
Aggrandisement—False Kings and True Kings—False Re
ligions and True Religions—We Visit a Temple —Why it had
Deteriorated and become Unclean—A Second Danger to
Ianthe—I am Tempted and again Fall—My Punishment—My
Guide Shows me my Error - The Destruction of the TempleAstral Shells of Earthly Bodies—Their Nature and Functions
in Lifeand their Appearance after Death—The Three Fluids or
Auras of Physical Life—The Perfect and Psychic Natures—
The Difference of Mediumistic Qualities Explained—Vam
pire Astrals—How to Distinguish Astral Bodies from Spirit
Bodies—The Three Bodies—Material—Astral—SpiritualFound in every Plane—Solid—Luminous—Fluidic—The
Greek Philosopher—The Little Shrine—Abubatha Again
—Why His Progression as a Spirit had been Slow—How a
Sensitive should be Trained—The Faults of Priests and
Magicians—How Medial Powers are Useful in Spirit World
—flow We Progress by Helping Others—Long Years of
Labour—I meet my Mother—How the Spheres are Inter
blended yet Discrete—The Gates and Portals—Conclusion
—The Gathering of my Friends—Marriage at last of Twin
Souls—Notes Concerning Obsessions.

Cloth Covers, 3/10, post free.

Paper Covers, 2/10, post free.

OFFICE OF ‘LIGHT,’ no, ST. MARTIN’S LANE, LONDON, W.C.

THE LIFE OF FATHER IGNATIUS, O.S.B. LIFE’S BORDERLAND AND BEYOND.
The Monk of Llanthony.

By the BARONESS DE BERTOUCH.
An exhaustive Biography written by the authority and
under the supervision of Father Ignatius himself. It con
tains a faithful record of his remarkable life, and an analysis
of his simple but much misrepresented doctrines. The
specially interesting chapters of the volume are those which
deal with the mysterious or supernatural manifestations
which have appeared to the monk during various periods of
his life.

With 9 plates, 630 pages, demy 8vo., cloth.
Published at
10s. 6d. net. The few remaining copies now offered at
Sb. 6d. post free.
This is the complete edition containing an additional chapter * In
Memoriam,’ October 10th, 1908, 'Peace, Perfect Peace’—giving an
account of the final scenes.

To Order from—
OFFICE OF ‘LIGHT,’ 110, ST. MARTIN’S LANE, W.C.

â WANDERER IN SPIRIT LANDS.
By

SPIRIT

FRANCHEZZO

(TRANSCRIBED BY A. FARNESE).

Contents.—This intensely interesting work depict« life in the Spirit
Lands in n tlirillingly interesting narrative, by one who has tast<Nl its
sorrow in passing through the lower planes to the loftier holiness of the
supernal realms. It is divided into the billowing sections, in each of
which descriptions of the circumstances of life under the several headings
are vividly portrayed : Days of Darkness—The pawn of Light—The
Kingdoms of Hell—Through the Gates of Gold—Final Happiness.
A

REMARKABLE VOLUME.

48. 10d. POST FREE FROM OFFICE OF ‘LIGHT,’
no, ST. MARTIN’S LANE, W.C.

INCLUDING

VISIONS OF THE DYING,
ALLEGED APPEARANCES OF THE DEPARTED LN
DREAMS,
APPEARANCES IN FULFILMENT OF PROMISES
TO THE LIVING,
And many other remarkable appearances of the departed to the living

AS HELPS TO BELIEF IN A FUTURE LIFE.
A remarkable collection of cases, with names and dates.

Edited by RICHARD PIKE.
Some of the Contents.—An Apparition of Mrs. Booth, Experi
ence of the Drowned, What I felt at the moment of Death, Seeing the
Human Soul, Dante’s Spirit Communication, South African Dream,
Promises Fulfilled, Apparition of a Priest, The Schoolgirls’ Compact, A
Cool Damp Hand, A Child’s Vision, The Lieutenant’s Apparition,
Apparition of Lord Tyrone, Oberlin’« Deceased Wife, An Ancient
Vision of the World of Spirits, The Judge’s Nocturnal Visitor, A
Warning Apparition, A Deceased Mothers Opposition to her Son’s
Marriage, Captain Kidd’s Dream, Mrs. Taunton’s Vision, The Ap]mrition of Mr. John Palmer, Actor, Impression from a Dying Person and
Dying Child and after Death, A Prediction Verified, Emanuel Swedenbor£, The Archbishop’s Apparition, The Wife’s Last Request, Stilling's
Vision, Mysterious Horseman, Miss Edgeworth’s Experience, Lord
Chancellor Erskine’s Experience, Ghostly Appearance to Three Ladies,
A Lost Will Found, A Deceased Husbands Concern for His Wife,
Weird Story from the Indian Hills by General Barter, C.B., The In
truding Soldier. From the Rev. John Wesley’s Journal, A Spiritual
Lady Guide, The Locomotive Driver’s Story, A Ghost in a Railway
Station, An Apparition Seen in the Sunlight, Apparition at the Middle
Temple, How a Ghost Saved a Life, Death of Lord Charles Beresford's
Father, and very many other cases with names, dates, and references.

Published at 5e. New Copies, Cloth, 312 Pages.
Offered at 2h. 6d., Post Free.

Now
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